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IMAGE, ACTION AND EXPECTA
TIONS: MEDIA AT THE CROSS
ROADS 

HON. LOUIS STOKES 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker-
The American media must begin now to 

make a reality of integration-both in prod
uct and personnel. 

That was the conclusion of a study issued 
21 years ago by the Kerner Commission, 
which was appointed by President Lyndon 
Johnson to examine the causes of civil dis
turbances that shook our Nation. The Com
mission charged that the media had neglected 
the presence and rights of black Americans. 

Just recently, Dwight M. Ellis, vice president 
of minority and special services for the Na
tional Association of Broadcasters, examined 
the media's record since the issuance of the 
Commission's findings. Mr. Ellis, a respected 
and articulate representative of the media in
dustry, delivered a thought-provoking address 
on the challenges facing the media in the mul
ticultural society we expect to become by the 
year 2000. 

In his remarks before the Black Profession
als Association in Cleveland OH, Mr. Ellis re
minded the audience that "by the year 2000, 
Hispanics, Asian Pacifies, and African-Ameri
cans, in that order, will constitute more than 
half of all Americans." He spoke of the re
sponsibility of the media in responding to this 
factor, both in terms of the people behind the 
news production and those who work in front 
of the camera. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to bring Mr. Ellis' 
remarks to the attention of my colleagues. It is 
certainly worthwhile reading: 

IMAGE, ACTION AND EXPECTATIONS: MEDIA AT 
THE CROSSROADS 

<Remarks by Dwight M. Ellis) 
Twenty-one years ago, when President 

Lyndon Johnson appointed a Commission to 
examine the causes of civil disturbances 
that shook this Nation, the media and 
America as a whole were charged with ne
glecting the presence and rights of black 
Americans. 

The Kerner Commission, named after the 
former Illinois Governor who chaired it, in 
part said: That "The press has too long 
basked in a white world, looking out of it, if 
at all, with white men's eyes and a white 
perspective." The report said that [this[ is 
no longer good enough. The painful process 
of readjustment .... required of the Ameri
can news media must begin now ... [thatl 
they must make a reality of integration-in 
both their product and personnel." 

Recommendations from the Commission 
resulted in the institution of programs and 
actions responsible for most of the careers 
of minorities employed in media today: 
From Ed Bradley to Geraldo Rivera; from 

the black publisher of the Oakland Tribune 
in California, to thousands of minorities 
holding communication jobs from Cleveland 
to Seattle. In many ways, what happened 
two decades ago in this country caused 
shock waves of opportunities and expecta
tions across this Nation that would move a 
powerful industry from "business as usual" 
to a dress rehearsal for survival in the 21st 
century. 

It seems unfair and unjust to the survi
vors of those dynamic years, that too many 
of the hard-won gains of yesterday are en
dangered today with an uncertain future. 

Ask the leadership of the National Asso
ciation of Black Owned Broadcasters about 
the progress and future of African Ameri
can owners of media properties. You'll find 
them angered and frustrated that for all 
their efforts to rise to the occasions of en
trepreneurship the rules of the game are 
changing, and changing fast. 

Recently, the U.S. Supreme Court decided 
to review the constitutionality of current 
FCC policies designed to increase minority 
ownership-a threat to the growth of minor
ity-owned stations beyond an existing 
number of just over 200. 

Ask the leadership of the National Asso
ciation of Black Journalists about the in
crease of black journalists in media news
rooms, and you'll hear that less than 4 per
cent of the total of professional newsroom 
employees today are black; that nearly 60 
percent of newspaper dailies in this country 
do not have minorities on their staffs; and 
that black male employees are leaving the 
ranks of newspapers and broadcasting, ex
pressing limited opportunities for career ad
vancement. You may even ask the leader
ship of Hispanic and Asian American jour
nalism organizations about their progress 
and hear much of the same. 

From all reports, you'll hear that the pen
dulum of progress is swinging backward at a 
time when the value of recruiting, training 
and promoting a productive multicultural 
workforce is in the best interests of the 
media, our communities and our Nation as a 
whole. If there were ever clear reasons for 
immediate action, what lies ahead demands 
all the wisdom and resources we can muster. 

Because, the decade of the nineties will be 
like no other in our history. Those who seek 
to address the challenges ahead with atti
tudes and practices of the past are destined 
to fail. The handwriting's on the wall and 
the messages are becoming crystal clear 
with every passing day, that times are 
changing, and many will be pulled kicking 
and screaming into a world they never imag
ined. 

It's time for all Americans to face the un
deniable fact that the social equation of 
past decades is rapidly changing. Issues of 
race are no longer limited to blacks and 
whites with the growing populations of His
panics and Asian Americans. 

By 1999, Hispanics under 18 will outnum
ber blacks of the same age group; and 15 
years into the year 2000, Hispanics will be 
the largest minority in this country. It's pre
dicted that by the year 2000, Hispanics, 
Asian Pacifies, and African-Americans, in 
that order, will constitute more than half of 

all Americans-filling a void created by the 
declining birthrate of white Americans. 

The impact of these shifting demograph
ics will be felt by everyone, regardless of 
gender, race or economic status. 

According to most Bureau of Labor statis
tics, the labor force will rise by 21 million 
workers between now and the year 2000. 
Women will outnumber men among new 
workers by 2-to-1 Minority men and women 
will capture about an equal number of jobs, 
while white women will fill about four times 
as many jobs as white men. Hispanic and 
Asian American workers are expected to in
crease by more than 70 percent, while the 
black labor force will grow by only 27 per
cent. That's what we can expect in the 
emerging workforce of the nineties and well 
into the year 2000. 

As all this unfolds, what can we expect 
from the media? Will it be part of the prob
lem as charged 21 years ago by the Kerner 
Commission, or will it be part of the solu
tion to help ensure social tranquility and 
the productive growth of our Nation and all 
its citizens? I sincerely believe that broad
casters and gate keepers of the print media 
will do the right thing. But, not without the 
participation and responsible actions of the 
multicultural facets of our communities. 

The stakes are too high and opportunities 
too promising for minorities in the 90's to 
forget the words of Frederick Douglas, who 
said that, "Power yields nothing without a 
demand." There's work to be done by all of 
us. To be passive and unprepared for the 
challenges ahead would be like wanting sun
shine without heat, thunder without rain, 
and progress without pain. 

As black Americans, we could spend pre
cious time bemoaning the shortcomings of 
media and the problems of survival and ad
vancement in broadcasting and print. We 
could also celebrate the countless gains evi
denced by media stars and less known black 
and other minority managers and execu
tives. But, time would be even better spent 
discussing strategies for moving forward 
toward greater involvement in this age of 
technology and information. 

I've already mentioned media's present 
and future challenges. But you should be 
aware that many unsung supporters are 
stating the case and laying groundwork for 
the progress that we all deserve. Last week 
at the first of two annual meetings of the 
National Association of Broadcasters, Maur
icio Mendez, a member of the board and a 
member of the NAB's Minority Executive 
Council Committee, called for serious focus 
and action on issues of equal employment 
opportunity. He urged his colleagues on the 
board to "review and debate the challenges 
and directions that [thel association must 
take to help ensure the survival of our in
dustry over the next decade." Speaking 
from his experiences as one of few Hispanic 
television executives, Mr. Mendez warned 
that "strategies and attitudes that [were] 
applied in the past two decades will not 
work in the 90's. They won't work in manag
ing our technologies," he added, "and they 
won't work in managing our workforce." 

Nevertheless, a bit of history took place 
during the January NAB board meeting 
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that makes us all proud. For the first time, 
a minority broadcaster was inducted into 
the NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame. Hal 
Jackson, group chairman of the Inner City 
Broadcasting Corporation <owner of 6 radio 
stations and the Apollo Theatre in New 
York), now has his place in broadcast histo
ry with other famous Americans, including: 
Bob Hope, George Burns, Paul Harvey, 
President Ronald Reagan, and Lucille Ball. 

With 50 years of distinguished service to 
the broadcast industry and minority com
munities of the United States, demonstrated 
by achievements in radio ownership, and 
leadership in establishing national minority 
youth organizations, Hal Jackson has 
earned this distinction without question. 

Another gain to celebrate occurred last 
year when Ronald Townsend, a black broad
cast executive with years of demonstrated 
excellence and success, was promoted from 
president of Gannett's leading TV station in 
the Nation's Capital to president of the 
Gannett Corporation Television Group <in
cidently, Gannett also owns the USA Today 
newspaper and many other communication 
enterprises.) 

And who can deny the successes of Bryant 
Gumbel, Bernard Shaw, Bill Cosby, Oprah 
Winfrey, Arsenio Hall, and thousands of 
hard working professionals in front of and 
behind the camera. 

It's been a long struggle from "Beulah" in 
1950 to "Cosby" in 1989. And praises are fit
ting for television breakthroughs like NBC's 
"generations", the first presentation of a 
black family in a daytime soap; and the de
piction of an interracial romance in ABC's 
"The Robert Guillaume Show." 

In its early years, television, the industry's 
only free mass medium, in need of endless 
talent, featured blacks in a wide variety of 
roles, causing ebony to report in 1950 that 
the appearance of numerous blacks on TV 
was a "sure sign that television is free of 
racial barriers." Isn't sobering to be remind
ed that for all that's been done there's so 
much more to be accomplished. 

That's why the progressive-minded people 
of Cleveland owe a debt of gratitude to the 
dedication and fine job that Donna Bryant 
and the Black Professionals Association 
have done to make this city forum possible. 
Just as you don't have to be Jewish to love 
bagels; you don't have to be black to ad
vance the causes of EEO. So, for their fi
nancial support of this program, I congratu
late the participating broadcasters of Cleve
land. 

It's important to keep hope alive in Cleve
land and every community throughout this 
Nation. What must be done to productively 
meet the challenges of the 90's will un
doubtedly involve the communication indus
tries, and black, Hispanic, and Asian Ameri
cans must be a part of necessary solutions, 
or be relegated to the ranks of burdens or 
problems. 

I would suggest that we cannot afford the 
continuance of the narrow-mindedness and 
bigotry that have plagued so much of the 
American experience during the 20th centu
ry. We are facing the dawning of an age of 
"globalization." 

Luis Valdez, former union organizer and 
film producer of the successful movie, "La 
Bamba", summed it up so well recently 
when he said that, "The 21st century will 
produce a blending of peoples that we have 
never known, because America is destined to 
be the place where the races meet." 

I'm also reminded of certain remarks 
made a couple of months ago by the chair
man and CEO of Canada's largest educa-
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tional broadcasting network as he defended 
the global value of public broadcasting. 

He said that, "When broadcasters see na
tional values and cultures as 'barriers,' it is 
not unreasonable to foresee attempts to de
molish them." Promoting the illumination 
and the fostering of different voices in 
media, he made a statement that may well 
become a universal principle in the 90's for 
all Western nations of the world: "without 
diversity there is no freedom of choice." 

So, to students, parents, professionals, 
broadcasters, and everybody else, in the 
words of Arsenio Hall-"let's get busy." This 
may be the last opportunity in our lifetime 
to help shape a new era; and like no other 
time in the history of this Nation. you're 
needed. 

TRIBUTE TO CPL. GEORGE 
WASHINGTON CLUTE 

HON. BILL SCHUETIE 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. SCHUETIE. Mr. Speaker, it is with ad

miration and respect that I rise today to pay 
tribute to a Civil War veteran, Cpl. George 
Washington Clute. 

I would like to bring to the attention of my 
colleagues in the House a historic event 
taking place in Mt. Morris, Ml, on Memorial 
Day, May 28, 1990, at the Mt. Morris Ceme
tery. A full memorial service is planned to 
bestow upon Cpl. George Washington Clute 
the honor he deserves but which he has 
never received. 

This brave and dedicated veteran fought 
with Company I of the 14th Michigan Infantry 
during the Civil War. The contributions made 
by George W. Clute include the capturing of 
the colors of a Confederate unit during a 
fierce battle on the morning of March 19, 
1865 in Bentonville, NC. For this courageous 
action he received the Congressional Medal 
of Honor in 1898. 

Corporal Clute was buried at the Mt. Morris 
Cemetery in February 1919. This unheralded 
Civil War veteran will finally be honored with a 
full memorial service planned by the Congres
sional Medal of Honor Society of the United 
States and of the Disabled American Veterans 
Chapter 3 of Flint. A special ceremony will 
dedicate a Veteran's Administration grave 
marker designed for Medal of Honor recipi
ents. 

Mr. Speaker and my colleagues in the 
House, I hope you will join me in recognizing 
Cpl. George Washington Clute for an honor 
he has earned and which is indeed long over
due. 

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 

HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Speaker, I invite my col

leagues to join me in commending the City 
Council of Baltimore on its unanimously adopt
ed resolution to support "The Star Spangled 
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Banner" as the national anthem of the United 
States of America. 

Maryland is the birthplace of "The Star 
Spangled Banner." Francis Scott Key com
posed the anthem after a 25-hour bombard
ment of Fort McHenry, the only officially dedi
cated national historic shrine in America. The 
four-verse poem remains a lasting tribute to 
our country's courageous dedication to free
dom. 

Every day of the year, around the world, 
people sing "The Star Spangled Banner"-in 
public and private schools, at sporting events, 
at inaugural ceremonies, in foreign embassies, 
on military bases. Marylanders feel a special 
attachment to the confidence and pride which 
our anthem inspires. 

Along with the Baltimore City Council, Gov. 
William Donald Schaefer, and my colleagues 
from Maryland, I am committed to preserving 
the "The Star Spangled Banner" as our na
tional anthem: 

SUPPORTING THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 

For the purpose of expressing support for 
"The Star Spangled Banner" as the nation
al anthem of the United States of America 
and urging Maryland's Congressional Dele
gation to vote against H.R. 225. 

Whereas, H.R. 225, a bill that is pending 
before the United States House of Repre
sentatives, seeks to change the national 
anthem from "The Star Spangled Banner" 
to "America, the Beautiful"; and 

Whereas, Although "America, the Beauti
ful" is a moving song, "The Star Spangled 
Banner" has significance in our nation's his
tory, as it was written by Francis Scott Key, 
who witnessed firsthand the bombardment 
of Fort McHenry, by the British during the 
War of 1812, an attack that was successfully 
repelled; and 

Whereas, Within the first year of its pub
lication, "The Star Spangled Banner" was 
the favorite patriotic song of our new 
nation; and 

Whereas, The popular acceptance of "The 
Star Spangled Banner" continued through 
the end of the nineteenth century, its per
formance as the national anthem being re
quired by both Army and Navy regulations 
in 1890; and 

Whereas, "The Star Spangled Banner" 
was designated the national anthem by Act 
of Congress. March 3, 1931, thus inspiring 
continuing generations of Americans; and 

Whereas, Unlike "America the Beautiful," 
"The Star Spangled Banner" has a home
town. Baltimore City, which has long taken 
pride in serving as national guardian and 
center for honoring the Flag, through 
annual "Salute the Flag" activities and with 
special observances at Fort McHenry which 
reflect the citywide sense of responsibility 
for keeping the Flag's inspiration alive for 
all Americans; and 

Whereas, The entire neighborhood of 
Locust Point has long been dedicated to 
serving as the patriotic pathway to the Fort 
and its history, thus helping to perserve our 
nation's heritage of which "The Star Span
gled Banner" is an important part; now, 
therefore, be it 

Resolved by the City Council of Baltimore, 
That the Council supports "The Star Span
gled Banner" as our country's national 
anthem and urges Maryland's Congressional 
Delegation to vote against H.R. 225 and for 
Baltimore as seat of this national heritage; 
and be it further 
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Resolved, That copies of this Resolution 

be sent to all members of Maryland's Con
gressional Delegation, to Governor William 
Donald Schaefer, Mayor Kurt L. Schmoke, 
Mr. John Tyler, Superintendent of Fort 
McHenry, Mr. Greg Barnes, president of the 
Locust Point Civic Association, Mr. Alan 
Walden, president of Patriots of Fort 
McHenry and Mr. Lou Kerber of the annual 
Salute the Flag Organization. 

THE PRESENT STATE OF 
AFFAIRS IN ROMANIA 

HON. JAMES A. TRAFICANT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 

because I am concerned about the present 
state of affairs in Romania. After the Decem
ber revolution, the National Salvation Front 
[NSF] took control of Romania as the interim 
government. The front pledged that it would 
stay out of politics after it had guided the Ro
manian people toward free and fair elections. 
Yet, on January 23, the front announced its in
tention to run candidates in the upcoming na
tional elections. Other actions taken by the 
NSF include canceling a January 28 national 
referendum to outlaw the Communist Party 
and banning all spontaneous demonstrations. 

Despite the front's avowal to allow 29 other 
political parties to participate in a coalition 
government until the national elections, it has 
practically guaranteed its domination of the 
coalition through its gerrymandering of seats. 
Half of the seats in the new 180-member coa
lition will go to the 30 political parties-each 
having 3 representatives, 42 will go to a repre
sentative from each county, and 48 will go to 
chosen individual members. If many of the re
gional and individual seats are filled by mem
bers of the front's regional and national com
mittees, it will retain considerable control of 
the coalition. One theory, to which we must 
give serious consideration, expresses the 
belief that the NSF has loaded up some of the 
other 29 political parties with its Communist 
clones. They are masquerading under a sepa
rate banner so that the Communists will gain 
a majority of the seats in the coalition. Such 
tactics by Communist parties across the world 
are not without precedent. 

The front has announced that national elec
tions will be held on May 20 which will give it 
an insurmountable advantage if it participates 
as a political party because it controls the se
curity forces, administrative organs, and media 
in Romania. Political parties that have just 
emerged from obscurity will have no time to 
organize an effective platform or strategy 
since the elections are being held at such an 
early date. 

Mr. Speaker, this week I will introduce a bill 
that will express the sense of Congress that 
the President send a United States delegation 
to Romania to monitor the national elections 
to ensure that they are fair and free. I urge my 
colleagues to support me in this endeavor. I 
submit the testimony of Andrei Calciu, son of 
the famous Romanian freedom fighter, Father 
Gheorghe Calciu, who recently spent 2 weeks 
in Romania, studying the situation there. His 
testimony reveals that the NSF is more con-
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cerned with hanging onto power than with the 
wishes of the Romanian people. It demon
strates why the United States must do every
thing in its power to ensure that all political 
parties get a fair shake at winning the national 
elections. 

THE ROMANIAN SITUATION AFTER THE 
DECEMBER 1989 REVOLUTION 

<Testimony of Andrei Calciu) 
In December the long oppressed Roma

nian people found the strength and the 
courage to fight back against the dictator
ship of Nicolae Ceausescu. The toll in 
human lives and physical destruction was 
enormous. I went to Romania for a two
week trip and below you will find my analy
sis of the situation from the political, eco
nomical and social points of view. 

!.-POLITICAL SITUATION 
<a> The revolution seems to have been ac

tually a poorly planned and executed coup, 
precipitated by the anger of the masses and 
coupled with a clever manipulation of the 
latter by the current members of the Na
tional Salvation Front <the english acronym 
is NSF>. When put together, people, times 
and places where they showed up during 
the "spontaneous" revolution triggered on 
December 21st the clear, or almost clear, 
picture of a coup d'etat emerges. i.e. Gener
al Militaru, a retired officer with no visible 
ties to anybody in the NSF, only 50 minutes 
after the beginning of the revolution was al
ready in position, in charge of the defense 
of the Radio Television Station in Bucha
rest and the scarcity of information in Ro
mania can draw only one conclusion from 
his quick appearance there: he knew of 
what was to happen and he was in the 
neighborhood awaiting the signal to enter 
the building and take over as commander of 
the defense forces. At the time of his arrival 
there was no fighting yet at the Television 
Station. 

(b) The NSF is, in the eyes of the politi
cally aware Romanian citizens, the Commu
nist Party. The truth is that indeed NSF is 
the same thing with the former Communist 
Party whose cadre have been shuffled and 
from which only the eyesores have been re
moved. The structure and the tactics have 
remained intact. i.e. NSF called a press con
ference during which they announced that 
through tens of thousands of letters and 
phone calls the mine and oil workers togeth
er with the students have begged them to 
participate in the upcoming election sched
uled for May 20, 1990. Typical Stalinist 
method of manufacturing ad hoc public sup
port for their movement. 

<c> Mr. Iliescu, the interim President of 
Romania has already begun creating his 
own cult of personality in the media, since 
before January 1st, 1990 keeping close to his 
side Petre Roman-the Vice-President, 
building a platform for the two of them for 
the upcoming elections. This, plus the reviv
al of some Stalinist methods, plus some in
ternal NSF power struggles, were some of 
the reasons for which Dumitru Mazilu re
signed from his position of Prime-Vice
President of the Free Romanian Republic 
on January 25, 1990 <D. Mazilu tried to 
resign once before on January 12). The NSF 
has established local chapters in many loca
tions using the basic structure of the com
munist party cell. 

(d) In a discussion held with some Soviet 
visitors, Mr. Iliescu declared that he does 
not agree with the idea of political plural
ism and that the May elections are not only 
unnecessary, but also useless. 
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<e> Since before Christmas 1989 the NSF 

has been the only organized political body 
who had any kind of presence in the media 
and especially on TV <Romania has only 
one TV station and two radio stations that 
cover the entire country, or almost>. Only 
around January 15, 1990 were the other par
ties in forming allowed to appear on TV and 
were given radio air time in limited amounts 
< 10 minute blocks on TV and 20 minute 
blocks on the radio, once a week). 

(f) Except for one of the parties that has 
had high level, secret contacts with the NSF 
none of the others had received access to 
the printing facilities to typeset posters and 
campaign pamphlets. The situation was un
changed, although promises to better it 
have been made, when I left Romania on 
January 23, 1990. 

(g) The NSF has already enacted legisla
tion that limits the right of the people to 
dissent in public. Downtown Bucharest has 
been declared off limits for protest demon
strations and those who desire to demon
strate must hold the marches outside the 
city and must have their demonstrations ap
proved, giving two days notice; announcing 
them is not enough. Also threats by the 
NSF have been made public that the army 
will be used to disperse any "unlawful" dem
onstrations. 

(h) All assistance to the political parties 
has been restricted by law to voluntary do
nations from private individuals residing in 
Romania and who are Romanian citizens. 
At the same time the NSF has promised 
that the money and the goods owned by the 
Communist party will be distributed to 
those political parties after taking a com
plete inventory and that those parties will 
be allowed to use that distribution for fur
thering their political goals. The only prob
lem is the inventory is estimated to take 18 
months and the elections will be held in 
only 4 months from now, therefore this is 
only a means to deprive the opposition of fi
nancial resources so badly needed in the 
campaign. Fortunately we have identified 
some loopholes and we intend to take full 
advantage of them. 

(h) The cover-up has already begun, inTi
misoara the newly appointed prefect has 
made public statements saying that only 
less than one hundred people died during 
the fights <since December 17, 1989). In Bu
charest the NSF denies the fact that North 
Korea, Chinese and Libyan mercenaries 
fought side by side with the dictator's loyal 
forces. There is somebody in Bucharest who 
is in the possession of a videotape shot in 
the morgue of a hospital clearly showing 
oriental and arab looking corpses lying on 
top of each other before being thrown in 
the hospital's incinerator. 

2.-ECONOMICAL SITUATION 
<a> The economy of Romania with a 

volume of 2,000 billion lei <the local curren
cy) per year is in a pitiful shape. There is a 
highly skilled labor force available, but the 
country lacks decent machinery and raw 
materials for producing competitive prod
ucts; design services are very primitive and 
among many other factors the centraliza
tion of the economy is responsible in large 
for the country's industrial failures. 

(b) The inflation has already begun, push
ing the on-the-street exchange of the dollar 
to the 80-175 lei-per-dollar rate (officially 
the exchange rate is 1 US dollar for 11.27 
leD. In the future 18-36 months the infla
tion and the unemployment are expected to 
read levels comparable to those from the 
days of the economy depression. 
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<c> As of January 24, 1990 no new legisla

tion has been passed easing foreign invest
ment in the country although the Minister 
of Foreign Trade and the other dignitaries I 
met with promised they would act upon my 
suggestions. 

(d) There is great interest from the part 
of individual enterprises in Romania to 
enter into joint ventures with foreign com
panies. 

<e> A great deal of assistance is still being 
expected by various ministries and depart
ments. 

(f) There is very little food in the stores of 
Romania because, apparently, the new gov
ernment resumed its food products exporta
tion to the Soviet Union. 

(g) The Romanian agriculture had been 
neglected for the past 17 years because of 
the dreams of industralization of Nicolae 
Ceausescu and today there is a great need 
for revitalizing it. Assistance is expected 
both from private companies and from our 
Department of Agriculture. Mr. Calciu can 
provide complete details on what is needed 
and how it can be sent to Romania. 

3.-SOCIAL SITUATION 

(a) The population is divided in three cat
egories: 

1. Those who will not give up the fight; 
2. Those who are disoriented and are wait

ing for a clearer situation; and 
3. Those who are in a state political 

apathy. 
(b) At this point in time the average 

person is still very pro-American, but a 
slight disappointment has started surfacing 
in regards to the lack of economical and 
medical assistance from our government. 
Whatever the International Red Cross re
ported, the situation is much, much worse. 
i.e. the ICRC has said on network TV in the 
United States that there are plenty of drugs 
and medical supplies in the country due to 
their efforts. On January 20, 1990 the Fun
deni Hospital in Bucharest had not even re
ceived one single Tylenol pill, much less the 
many drugs the ICRC was alleging having 
provided; also the ICRC said there was no 
need for clothing, blankets and mattresses 
in the country and I myself saw people 
sleeping on the springs of the beds in the 
nursing homes wearing their top coats to 
bed. 

(c) The anti-soviet attitude of the average 
person has increased in the past month, but 
the leaders of the country are very pro
soviet <Ion Iliescu and Petre Roman espe
cially) and they are actively working at re
versing this trend. Unless our presence 
there increases, we risk to lose a great deal 
of popular support. 

(d) There is large scale looting going on in 
the areas where the relief supplies are arriv
ing, but the government finally started pro
viding protection for the stored supplies, 
but no security exists yet for the convoys in 
transit. 

Many of the supplies shipped already 
have disappeared like they never were. 
Some hoarding must occur somewhere, un
doubtedly at the suggestion of the NSF. In 
the beginning the distribution of the sup
plies was done inefficiently, but now bott
lenecking can not explain the lack anymore. 
The same thing happened during the 1970 
floods and the 1977 earthquake when many 
of the supplies sent over as assistance were 
hoarded by the Ceausescu government and 
later sold to communist forces that were 
trying to conquer the power in third world 
countries. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
More detailed information can be ob

tained by scheduling a personal interview 
with Mr. A. Calciu anytime. 

DEPOSITOR PROTECTION AND 
FRAUD ACT OF 1990 

HON. C. THOMAS McMILLEN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland. Today, my col
league CHARLES SCHUMER and myself are in
troducing the Depositor Protection and Fraud 
Act of 1990. We hope that you will join us as 
a cosponsor of this important legislation. 

I was deeply disturbed by the testimony 
before the House Banking Committee last fall 
of four small investors who had lost their sav
ings as a result of the Lincoln Savings & Loan 
Association debacle. These investors, like 
many others, lost their hard-earned savings by 
purchasing bonds offered by Lincoln's holding 
company, American Continental Corp. of 
Phoenix. These investors purchased these 
bonds because they incorrectly thought they 
were federally insured since they were sold in 
Lincoln branches. 

This legislation would prevent a repetition of 
this tragedy by prohibiting the sale in a retail 
branch of a federally insured bank or S&L of 
certain specified types of debt or stock in any 
affiliate of the bank or thrift. It would also give 
the regulators the explicit authority and man
date to protect depositors if they determine 
that any uninsured product being offered by 
the bank or S&L could be confused by a retail 
customer for an insured deposit. 

Both the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion [SEC] and the Office of Thrift Supervision 
[OTS] support regulations prohibiting federally 
insured institutions from selling their own debt 
securities or the stock of an affiliate in areas 
of their branches that are commonly accessi
ble to depositors. The outlawing of this prac
tice is also supported by the president of the 
Association of Thrift Holding Companies, Pat
rick Forte, who has stated that the prohibition 
of the sale of "lobby debt" would "be support
ed vigorously by everyone in the [S&L] busi
ness." 

This bill is the marriage of two pieces of 
legislation which dealt with this issue previous
ly introduced by each of us, H.R. 3721 and 
H.R. 3777. The combination is an improved 
piece of legislation, which will come before 
the House Subcommittee on Financial Institu
tions for hearings in March and hopefully will 
be passed expeditiously by the Banking Com
mittee and this body of Congress. 

TRIBUTE TO RHODE ISLAND'S 
VETERANS' HOME 

HON. RONALD K. MACHTLEY 
OF RHODE ISLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 

to offer my congratulations and praises for the 
Rhode Island Veterans' Home which is cele-
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brating its century of service for Rhode Is
land's veterans. 

The original Rhode Island Soldiers' Home 
was created in 1890 as a home for veterans 
of the Civil War. The original home, located in 
Bristol, AI, housed 140 veterans and operated 
its own dairy and produce farms for over 60 
years. Beginning in the 1930's, several at
tempts were made to change the home's lo
cation until finally in 1949 the Rhode Island 
Legislature proclaimed the Rhode Island Sol
diers' Home the Rhode Island Veterans' 
Home. 

Beginning in the early 1950's, the home has 
continually sought to improve and expand its 
services and facilities to its residents. After 
1 00 years of dedicated and expert service, the 
Rhode Island Veterans' Home has developed 
into one of the finest convalescent and nurs
ing homes in the Nation. The home provides 
long-term health care and rehabilitation pro
grams for its residents with the goal being to 
return the veterans back to their homes and 
communities. 

The home's history is marked by outstand
ing individuals who have given their time and 
effort to preserve and develop the home as 
one of the finest in the land. The centennial 
celebration is dedicated to those people who 
fought to maintain the home and the objec
tives it set out to accomplish 1 00 years ago. It 
is with great pleasure that I join with the rest 
of Rhode Island in celebrating the Rhode 
Island Veterans' Home century of service. 

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL TO 
INCREASE FUNDING FOR 
MAGNET SCHOOLS 

HON. JOHN MILLER 
OF WASHINGTON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. MILLER of Washington. Mr. Speaker, I 

rise today in support of increased funding for 
magnet schools. Expanding the use of magnet 
schools increases choice, expands opportuni
ties for children, and ultimately improves the 
quality of education in all schools. 

The President has requested an additional 
$1 million for magnet schools of excellence, 
expanding the Magnet Program to schools 
which are not under a desegregation plan or 
court order. The budget request for magnet 
schools for desegregation is basically the 
same as last year. It is my wish that this fund
ing would not only be maintained but could 
eventually be increased. 

Americans cherish their right to choose. The 
theory behind open enrollment is to allow par
ents a wider choice of schools for their chil
dren. Schools will then compete with one an
other for students, and will be forced to im
prove performance or lose their enrollment. 
National studies show parental choice and 
participation within their child's school selec
tion is one of the most important factors in de
termining the success of their child's educa
tion. 
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Choice and magnet schools alone are not a 

panacea for all the problems associated with 
education. It will take an integrated approach 
to address the multiple issues facing our edu
cational system. I know we have the same 
goal; we want what is the best for our chil
dren. I hope we can pull together and work to 
make our educational system as successful as 
possible. 

BRENDA WARD ADMINISTERS 
BICENTENNIAL PROGRAM FOR 
CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF 
RIGHTS 

HON. BILL PAXON 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. PAXON. Mr. Speaker, we have wit
nessed the closing of a decade in which mil
lions of people throughout the world have top
pled repressive regimes in their quest for free
dom and democracy. 

Here in the United States, we have enjoyed 
life under the oldest constitutional democracy 
in history, and our country serves as a beacon 
of hope and a model of freedom to the rest of 
the world. 

At the same time, we must not neglect to 
pass on to our own children the respect and 
understanding of the underlying principles of 
our democratic institutions. 

I am most pleased to commend the efforts 
of Ms. Brenda Ward, whose dedication to the 
improvement of the education of children in 
western New York and the Finger Lakes 
Region has been exemplary. 

Brenda Ward coordinates the "We the 
People * * *" bicentennial programs on the 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, which in
cludes the National Bicentennial Competition, 
its noncompetitive companion program, Con
gress and the Constitution, and the National 
Historical Pictorial Map Contest in New York's 
31st Congressional District. 

Through Brenda Ward's dedicated efforts, 
thousands of elementary, middle, and high 
school students are being introduced to the 
philosophical ideas of the Founding Fathers 
that shaped our Constitution. 

They learn about how our Government is 
organized and how the rights and liberties of 
individual citizens remain protected, and they 
learn the responsibilities that accompany the 
rights of citizenship in a democracy. 

While people throughout the world are 
struggling for political freedom, we are 
plagued with political apathy here at home. 
Through the continued efforts of Brenda Ward 
and her colleagues in the "We the People 
* * *" programs, we can instill in our youth a 
renewed appreciation of the Constitution. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank Brenda 
Ward for her impressive contributions to the 
development of competent and responsible 
citizenship. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
RETROFITTING THE BOMB 

MACHINE 

HON. BILL RICHARDSON 
OF NEW MEXICO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, as we all 
look for the peace dividend from the dramatic 
events unfolding in Eastern Europe and the 
Soviet Union let us closely examine where the 
cuts are to be made. 

For the past 40 years the Los Alamos Na
tional Laboratory has been at the heart of our 
nuclear weapons program and more recently 
the star wars program. The scientists at Los 
Alamos have gathered a wealth of scientific 
knowledge that we must jealously guard as a 
national asset-valuable in times of peace as 
well as conflict. 

I would like to call my colleagues attention 
to an article recently published in U.S. News 
and World Report entitled, "Retrofitting the 
Bomb Machine." The magazine points out 
that "Los Alamos invented the supercom
puter; it is home to the largest concentration 
of computational power in the world. Its three 
dimensional graphics and applications pro
grams are about 5 years ahead of the general 
market. It is the kind of place where scientists 
can, for fun, whip up a color 3-D simulation of 
a shock wave ripping apart a submarine." 

The scientists at Los Alamos are excited 
about the political changes which lessen the 
need for weapons research and want the op
portunity to provide their expertise in more 
peaceful areas, whether to improve the envi
ronment, in basic science, or industrial com
petitiveness. The same technology the lab has 
been working for the stars wars program may 
be applicable for making the next generation 
of computer chips. Just last week Business 
Week ran a major piece on the use of syn
thetic diamond surfaces for advanced micro
chips-something that Los Alamos scientists 
briefed me on a year ago. 

As we beat our swords into plowshares let 
us not discard the basic steelmaking technolo
gy which makes both possible. 
[From the U.S. News & World Report, Feb. 

5, 1990] 
RETROFITTING THE BOMB MACHINE 

When I'd meet people on airplanes," says 
nuclear-weapons designer Thomas Seitz, "I 
used to say I worked at Los Alamos. Now, I 
say I work for the University of California. I 
am very genuinely concerned about the 
future. I see my field going down." 

It's not easy being a cold warrior these 
days. Despite all the carefuly worded expla
nations a visitor to Los Alamos receives 
about the need to maintain America's nucle
ar deterrent even as the cold war melts 
away, there is no escaping one central fact 
about this artificial city that shares an iso
lated New Mexico mountain range with an
cient Indian cliff dwellings, a Zen center 
and the Servants of the Paraclete, a monas
tic retreat for alcholic and pedophilic 
Roman Catholic priests. The business of Los 
Alamos is making bombs. And business isn't 
good. 

Los Alamos is a child-and now perhaps 
an orphan-of the cold war. Forty-five years 
after the Manhattan project researched its 
successful conclusion with 13 pounds of plu-
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tonium vaponzmg into a mushroom cloud 
over the New Mexico desert, the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory has transformed itself 
from a temporary wartime outpost of un
paved roads and Quonset huts on a site 
chosen for sheer remoteness into a $!-bil
lion-a-year institution, that, as laboratory 
officials are quick to point out, is the state's 
largest employer. Despite a brief interval 
immediately after the war, when the labora
tory's newfound purpose was to explore 
peaceful uses of atomic energy, and despite 
a blip in the 1970s, when Jimmy Carter de
creed that the national weapons laborato
ries would go to work solving the energy 
crisis, the lab's real character has always 
been faithful to its birthright. The first 
Soviet nuclear test in August, 1949, quickly 
plunged Los Alamos back into the weapons 
business, turning out an average of five new 
nuclear-warhead designs each year during 
the '50s. Ronald Reagan's defense buildup 
provided a second shot in the arm in the 
'80s. At the peak of the Manahattan 
Project, the laboratory staff numbered 
1,000; now, four times that many, or about 
half of the total staff, are employed on nu
clear-weapons research. 

BIKINI STREET BLUES 

"We have a very proud heritage," says 
Deputy Director James Jackson. "Two
thirds of the nuclear weapons in the current 
stockpile were designed here." His sincerity 
is what is so disconcerting. Los Alamos is 
probably the only place in the country
with the single possible exception of its rival 
weapons lab, Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory outside San Francisco-where 
the local science museum's educational ex
hibits include a computer game that chal
lenges visitors to design their own warhead 
re-entry vehicle. It is definitely the only 
place in the country where the city streets 
are named after nuclear-weapons tests: 
Trinity, Eniwetok, Bikini. 

Government-paid scientists are much too 
experienced politicians to start proclaiming 
nostalgia for the cold war, however much 
their prosperity hinges upon it. The phrase 
"Peace is breaking out" has joined the other 
engineers' cliches as a staple of the view
graph presentations that describe the lab
oratory's programs. The scientists are also 
much too discreet to come right out and say 
that designing bombs is fun. But it's not 
hard to draw that conclusion when they 
keep talking about the scientific and termi
nal challenges of their work and the excel
lent facilities that "derive from this mis
sion." Providing the ultimate security guar
antee of the nation is a good justification 
for buying a lot of nice scientific equipment. 
Los Alamos invented the supercomputer; it 
is home to the largest concentration of com
putational power in the world. Its three-di
mensional graphics and applications pro
grams are about five years ahead of the gen
eral market. It is the kind of place where 
scientists can, for fun, whip up a color, 3-D 
simulation of a shock wave ripping apart a 
submarine. 

So, even if the Russians aren't coming, 
there are other reasons to keep on with the 
job. "We all want to reduce the number of 
weapons," insists lab director Siegfried 
Hecker. "But we're still going to have to 
design different nuclear weapons to keep de
terence credible." The new rallying cry of 
the weapons designers is "safety." Get past 
the eerie irony of "safe" nuclear weapons, 
and there is a serious point: No matter how 
small the superpowers' nuclear stockpiles 
become, improvements in design will be 
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needed to make the weapons less likely to 
go off when they're not supposed to. But 
the arguments always seem to come back to 
the work itself: The only way to keep to
gether a core of scientists who understand 
the mysteries of bombs is to let them build 
bombs and to set them off once in a while. 
"Some of the best nuclear-weapons people 
actually left the lab during the late '50s and 
early '60s when we had a testing moratori
um," points out Buck Thompson, assistant 
to the director. Or, as Seitz puts it: "Have 
you ever asked an experimentalist to design 
something and never turn it on?" 

ON TO INDUSTRY 
Still, the bomb makers are starting to 

hedge their bets. Hecker speaks enthusiasti
cally about the contributions Los Alamos 
can make to energy, environment, basic sci
ence, industrial competitiveness; he sees 
nondefense research growing to one third of 
the lab's work in the next few years. "We 
know how to run big, goal-oriented 
projects," he says. Others point out that the 
lab is especially well suited to work with in
dustry, since it has experience in delivering 
a "product." 

Economic rationales creep in everywhere, 
even into the Strategic Defense Initiative 
projects, which account for about $100 mil
lion of the lab's annual budget. Sidney 
Singer, who directs one of the lab's show
case Star Wars technologies, the free-elec
tron laser, acknowledges that tight budgets 
have hurt some crucial, planned tests of the 
laser's military utility. But all is not lost: 
The same technology might be the key to 
making the next generation of computer 
chips. "World War III is an economic war," 
Singer declares. "We have to figure out how 
to mobilize and defend ourselves." 

It's not all rhetoric, though. The lab's su
percomputing capabilities put it in a good 
position to get a piece of the action in the 
booming industrial-competitiveness busi
ness. Los Almos researchers who developed 
elaborate computer models to study exactly 
what happens in a nuclear explosion have 
used the same basic techniques to develop a 
widely used computer simulation of the 
combustion of fuel in an automobile engine. 
The Energy Department's own problems in 
cleaning up the environmental mess at the 
plants where plutonium is made and the 
bombs assembled, such as Hanford, Fernald 
and Rocky Flats, are providing a slightly 
ironic windfall, too; the annual budget of 
Los Alamos's small environmental-research 
program jumped from $3 million to $25 mil
lion in a single year. 

Finally, there is the possibility of some 
genuine peace dividends. New arms-control 
agreements being negotiated this year will 
be very hard to police, and that means 
spending lots of money inventing new verifi
cation systems-gadgets to detect and count 
nuclear warheads, sensors to monitor nucle
ar tests. For 25 years, verification has been 
a Los Alamos speciality. The problem of 
how to destroy missiles banned by arms-con
trol treaties may fall to the lab, too. Stricter 
air-pollution rules may soon prohibit get
ting rid of outlawed missiles by firing them, 
as is being done now with the Pershing 2s 
eliminated by the INF treaty. Los Alamos 
researchers have been developing technol
ogies that chemically neutralize the high
explosive residues built up over the years in 
some of the lab's test sites, and the same 
processes may be able to extract rocket fuel 
from missiles. 

However scientifically and technically 
well-equipped Los Alamos may be to become 
a patron saint of U.S. industry and a mecca 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
for basic research, it still has to overcome a 
legacy of secrecy for secrecy's sake that 
won't quite go away. During the war, work
ers were not allowed to use the words "Los 
Alamos"; birth certificates listed the par
ents' address as "P.O. Box 1663, Sandoval 
County, Rural." It took until 1957 for the 
fences and gates that surround the entire 
community to come down; it took until 1969 
to declassify a letter, now in the lab's ar
chives, ordering Manhattan Project Direc
tor J. Robert Oppenheimer not to drive long 
distances without an armed escort. In 1965, 
the U.S. government finally began to sell 
houses and businesses to private individuals, 
but old reminders of the town's past remain. 
Most towns do not have all their churches 
on one side street, or apartment houses that 
look suspiciously like World War II Army 
barracks. 

Hecker acknowledges that the tradition of 
secrecy has been an obstacle to cooperating 
with industry; it also gets in the way of 
doing basic science. Especially international 
basic science, and especially with Soviets. 
Nonetheless, in one of the weirder signs of 
the times, a team from Los Alamos and a 
team from the Kurchatov Institute-the So
viets' bomb-design lab-are putting together 
a joint proposal to build one of the huge in
struments needed to carry out research on 
the new U.S. atom smasher, the Super-con
ducting Super Collider. Los Alamos physi
cist Gary Sanders is heading for Moscow 
this month to finish writing up the bid. 
Why is the Kurchatov Institute getting in
volved in this? "They obviously have some 
of the same concerns about the future we 
do," says Sanders. 

A LIFESAVER-THE LOW INCOME 
HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM 

HON. JOSEPH E. BRENNAN 
OF MAINE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. BRENNAN. Mr. Speaker, I want to call 
attention to an article in today's Washington 
Post titled "In Cold Spell, U.S. Heating Assist
ance Plan Becomes a Lifesaver." The life
saving "heating assistance plan" being identi
fied is the Low Income Home Energy Assist
ance Program, or LIHEAP. As the article 
states, LIHEAP assists low-income families 
and individuals-primarily senior citizens and 
households with young children-with heating 
costs. LIHEAP currently serves 5.9 million 
households, only 30 percent of eligible fami
lies. 

I believe the following article highlights the 
personal and human need for home energy 
assistance. The beneficiaries of LIHEAP are 
real people who are making real choices be
tween heating their homes and feeding them
selves or their children. I encourage all of my 
colleagues to read the article below while 
placing themselves and their loves ones in the 
shoes and homes of LIHEAP beneficiaries. 
The choices these individuals face are unac
ceptable and while they continue to be faced 
with choices between food and heat, the 
President has proposed to further cut declin
ing LIHEAP funds from $1.4 billion this year to 
$1.05 billion next year. 

The article below illustrates the impact of 
the simultaneous cold front and increased 
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heating oil prices experienced throughout sev
eral parts of the Nation in late December and 
early January. I have introduced legislation, 
H.R. 3851, to provide an additional $200 mil
lion for LIHEAP and to target the additional 
funds to those States hit hardest by the 
recent heating crisis. I would like to urge 
those colleagues interested in assisting fami
lies with home energy needs to join my efforts 
by cosponsoring H.R. 3851. 

The Washington Post article follows: 

[From the Washington Post. Feb. 20, 19901 

IN COLD SPELL, U.S. HEATING ASSISTANCE 
PLAN BECOMES A LIFESAVER 

<By Thomas W. Lippman> 
STEVENS POINT, Wis.-For people who 

don't have money, a blast of winter like the 
recordbreaking cold wave in December 
stretches the lifeline very tight. Skyrocket
ing fuel bills break skimpy budgets. Old fur
naces expire. Children sleep in their clothes. 
Just ask Margaret Raikowski. 

Five days before Christmas, when the 
wind chill equivalent was 60 below zero and 
icy blasts swept through the bales of hay 
piled around the base of her ramshackle 
farmhouse to insulate the pipes, the Rai
kowski family ran out of heating oil. They 
had no money to buy more. 

Raikowski's husband was working at a 
construction job. But the cold weather 
forced schools to close so her five children
ages 10, 8, 5, 4 and 2-were at home with 
her, huddled around a balky wood stove. 

"If you stood six feet away from that 
stove, you were cold," said Raikowski, 28. 
"We get oil only when we pay on delivery 
and I just didn't have the money." Even if 
she did, she said, "we were having lots of 
problems with that furnace. It would click 
on and then shut right down again." 

The children slept in their coats and went 
to a relative's house to bathe, Raikowski 
said. But unexpected help arrived suddenly 
in the person of Julie Hovden, coordinator 
of low-income home energy assistance for 
the Community Action program of Portage 
County. Alerted to the Raikowskis' plight 
by a utility worker, Hovden dipped into the 
heating program's emergency funds to get 
the Raikowskis a new propane-burning fur
nace and a tank of fuel. 

"They came on Friday and by Saturday 
everything was done," Raikowski said. "It 
was a very nice Christmas present." The 
Raikowskis had joined the 5.9 million U.S. 
households-including about 205,000 in 
Maryland, Virginia and the District-receiv
ing aid from the federally funded Low 
Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
<LIHEAP). 

The December cold wave and the parallel 
run-up in fuel prices that month focused 
new attention on LIHEAP, which is fi
nanced through the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services and adminis
tered by the states through county govern
ments or community action offices-part of 
what used to be called the antipoverty pro
gram. 

Federal LIHEAP funding has been declin
ing steadily, from $1.83 billion in fiscal 1987 
to the current $1.393 billion. President 
Bush's budget for fiscal 1991 proposes 
spending $1.05 billion. Supporters of the 
program-including many members of Con
gress, a score of governors and the Ameri
can Gas Association, whose members sell 
the fuel that heats about three-quarters of 
all U.S. households-want a $300 million 
supplemental appropriation for this year, to 
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cover the extraordinary demands of Decem
ber, and $2.5 billion in fiscal 1991, which 
begins Oct. 1. 

Two weeks after helping the Raikowskis, 
Hovden was in Washington to represent the 
heating assistance program at a congres
sional hearing into the causes and conse
quences of the sudden sharp rise in home 
heating bills caused by the December cold 
snap, and to ask for more money. 

"If we have normal January weather in 
Wisconsin," she said, "our agency's crisis 
funds will be exhausted by mid-February. 
We desperately need to get help from some
where. • • • Naturally, we will not be paying 
people in March and April, and we won't 
have any money to help people next fall. 
• • • Clients who have no heat in their 
homes are desperate. They come to our 
office filled with despair. fear, frustration 
and anxiety." Similar pleas came from New 
Hampshire, Nebraska, Massachusetts and 
Connecticut. 

The relatively mild weather of January 
and February has staved off the crisis that 
seemed imminent at Christmastime, but 
supporters of the heating program say the 
need for aid is not diminished, only post
poned. The average annual benefit per 
household is about $215, usually in the form 
of a one-time payment that covers the cost 
of a tank of propane or perhaps two 
months' natural gas bills. According to Meg 
Power, Washington legislative representa
tive for the National Community Action 
Foundation, an advocate for the community 
organizations, the average income of a 
LIHEAP household is under $7,000 a year. 

Even with the federal aid, she said, " low 
income households can spend a large chunk 
of the year with no power. It's a real possi
bility to millions." 

The present funding level, according to 
Power and other advocates of LIHEAP, 
covers about 30 percent of eligible house
holds. The eligibility level for assistance in 
most states is 125 percent of poverty, as de
fined by the federal government. 

"Among the elderly and working poor, a 
large number of people don't want govern
ment assistance," said Hovden's boss, Por
tage County CAP director Karl Pnazek. 
"But when the price of a tank of propane 
went from $180 to $320, they couldn't pay 
it." 

Pnazek, who has a Bobby Kennedy for 
President poster on his office wall, said he 
and his staff "tell people not to be embar
rassed. We tell them, these are your tax dol
lars." Not only are the clients not "welfare 
cheats," he said, but "some of them even try 
to pay the money back when the crisis 
passes. We tell them there's no provision for 
payback." 

At Hovden's request, several recipients of 
heating aid in this area agreed to be inter
viewed, to illustrate the scope of the pro
gram. Among them: 

Ray Wilhelm, 60, once a prosperous busi
nessman who has fallen on hard times. In 
two years, his wife died, his appliance busi
ness went bankrupt and he entered a Veter
ans Administration hospital for back sur
gery that left him unable to work. His 
income is $531 a month from an Army dis
ability fund. 

"They paid for my fuel last winter and it 
was a godsend," he said. "I had nothing. It's 
hard to swallow when you've been your own 
man for many years." Wilhelm pays $20 a 
month to his fuel oil supplier and $30 a 
month on his electric bill. Hovden's office 
pays the rest and, from separate weatheri~a
tion funds, is insulating his house and In

stalling a more efficient furnace. 
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Carrol Harris, 62, a widow living on $566 a 

month in Social Security payments, plus a 
supplement she gets for taking in an 87-
year-old "foster adult" whom she cares for. 

She uses propane for heat, cooking and 
hot water. The price went from 63 cents a 
gallon in November to $1.27 in January. As 
she used more fuel in the intense cold, her 
bill rose from $173 in November to $351, 
just as her property tax fell due. "I don't 
like to ask for help," she said. "There's 
others worse off than I am. But I was devas
tated." 

Kenneth Waterson, 35, an unemployed 
truck driver with a chronic back ailment, 
and his wife, Jeanne, 29, whose dermatitis 
forced her to give up a job at a food process
ing plant. Their monthly income is $465 in 
public assistance. With their infant daugh
ter, they live in a mobile home, on which 
the monthly payment is $215. They have a 
color television, a telephone answering ma
chine, a microwave oven and comfortable 
furniture, but Waterson said almost all of it 
is hand-me-down from family members. 

"You can only go so far on $465 a month," 
he said. "Where would we be without the 
heating aid? Out on the street, probably. 
We sure wouldn't have any electricity." 
Even with the assistance, he said, they keep 
their thermostat at 60 degrees, and are able 
to keep the house at that temperature be
cause Hovden's office paid for furnace re
pairs and the installation of an insulated 
roof that cut their fuel consumption in half. 

There were others: Walter Meshak, 65, 
who worked 42 years for a soda distribution 
company with no pension plan, and his dis
abled wife, living on Social Security; Agnes 
Klish, 80, trying to keep her farmhouse now 
that her 85-year-old husband is in a nursing 
home; Mary Plummer, 35, living in a mobile 
home with two children and her husband, a 
self-employed carpet layer making about 
$600 a month. All said they were unhappy 
about needing help, but not too proud to 
accept it. 

All of them, Hovden said in her Washing
ton testimony, "have terrible choices to 
make. If they are without heat, they must 
move in with family or friends or stop 
buying food and medicine, or stop paying 
their rent, mortgage payments and electrici
ty bills." If they move out and leave their 
dwellings unheated, she said, their pipes 
freeze and burst. "If they can't afford 
heat," she said, "they certainly can't afford 
a plumber." 

As for Margaret Raikowski, she has since 
taken a night-shift job at a potato process
ing plant. Even with the additional income, 
Hovden said, the family income is still low 
enough to keep them on the heating aid list. 

FREE SPIRIT 

HON. PETER H. KOSTMA YER 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. KOSTMAYER. Mr. Speaker, in these 
days of great change around the world, we 
see the triumph of the human spirit in many 
forms and in many contexts. Mr. Joseph Piro, 
a constituent of mine from Morrisville, PA, 
uses the metaphor of the Berlin Wall to ex
press this victory in a very moving poem that 
he has entitled "Free Spirit." I ask that this 
poem be included in the RECORD at this point, 
and recommend it to my colleagues. 
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FREE SPIRIT 

As people we build a wall of separation 
with our ideology, thoughts and ways. Per
haps, we stand astride the wall we have 
built and observe what is taking place on 
the other side. Others build with brick and 
mortar. Can a wall made with brick and 
mortar keep out the spirit of freedom? No 
amount of force of men and guns can 
subdue or destroy a free spirit. Because 
when that person or people are done away 
from the face of the earth, there are those 
who have breathe in the selfsame spirit to 
continue. 

We are prisoners to ourselves when we 
allow the spirit of might to so shackle us, to 
snuff out the spirit of freedom. 

And when that spirit of freedom is taken 
away from us-we die.-June 1989, Joseph 
Piro. 

DANGER TO WORKERS IN THE 
NATION'S CAPITAL 

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
bring to the attention of the House some infor
mation I have received concerning the safety 
of workers in the District of Columbia. 

The material was provided to me by a lead
ing lawyer in this city, George Webster, of the 
law firm of Webster, Chamberlain and Bean. 
George Webster, who is from my district, has 
provided me with a copy of a memo sent to 
the tenants of his office building which is one 
block from the White House. The memo rec
ommends what would seem to most of us to 
be somewhat extreme security measures. The 
fact that the management of a building one 
block from the White House feels the need to 
make such recommendations is another indi
cation that we have a real problem assuring 
the safety of persons and property in the Dis
trict of Columbia. For the information of Mem
bers, the full text of the memo follows: 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Mills Building tenants, 1730 Pennsyl
vania Avenue tenants, 1747 Pennsylvania 
Avenue tenants. 

Date: February 9, 1990. 
Subject: Office thefts/building security. 
Many office thefts and crimes against per-

sons occur during regular business hours. 
Such crimes are usually perpetrated by per
sons under the pretext of conducting legiti
mate business; such as visitors, vendors, 
messengers, repairmen, etc. Security, to a 
great extent, depends on the cooperation 
and interest of each individual. Please take 
a moment to review the following security 
procedures/suggestions. 

The following measures can improve the 
security of your individual space as well as 
the common areas of the building: 

1. Never leave your reception area unat
tended. Do not allow visitors to pass beyond 
the reception area unless they are known to 
the receptionist or other office personnel 
who are aware of their business. 

2. Report all suspicious persons to the 
General Manager, Chief Engineer, Lobby 
Attendant and/or Police Department. For 
your reference the numbers to the D.C. 
Police Department are as follows: 911-
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Emergency, 727-4326-Non-Emergency, 282-
0043-Theft Unit. 

3. Always lock your door when arriving 
early or working late. 

4. Never leave purses, wallets or other val
uable items on or under your desks. Keep 
these items out of sight. 

5. Cash, stamps and similar items should 
not be kept in an unlocked drawer. Valua
bles should be kept in a safe or other se
cured areas; out of sight to a passerby. 

6. Avoid carrying large sums of money on 
your person. 

7. Avoid leaving your wallet in a jacket 
hung over your chair or behind your door. 

8. Beware of the repair man who enters 
your suite to make an inspection and states 
he/she is to pick up equipment, etc. Ques
tion the person, obtain identification and 
check with his/her firm for verification. 

9. Do not be fooled by a uniform. Uni
forms are often used as disguises. Always 
ask for identification. 

10. Never leave a combination type safe on 
a day lock position. Thieves are aware that 
most people dislike manipulating the dial 
each morning to open the safe and will 
always turn the dial back to zero if it is in 
the day lock setting. Always spin the dial 
when locking your safe. 

11. Immediately report all peddlers or 
other solicitors to the General Manager, 
Chief Engineer or Lobby Personnel. Do not 
attempt to apprehend or detain an unau
thorized person, call building management. 

12. Do noi. permit persons making deliv
eries to wander through your suite without 
an escort. Be alert to persons who enter an 
office under the pretext of seeking employ
ment. 

13. Change locks if keys are missing or un
accounted for. 

14. Exercise care and caution when travel
ing alone to your vehicle after normal busi
ness hours. Garage facilities are usually un
attended at night and on weekends. Always 
secure your automobile by locking all win
dows and doors. Do not leave anything of 
value on the seats in the glove compartment 
or hanging within view. 

15. Do not enter an elevator if it is occu
pied by a suspicious looking person. Simply 
walk away. 

16. Always carry your Kastle key to assure 
rapid access to the building and to prevent a 
passerby from hearing and later using your 
name to gain entry. 

17. Immediately report all lost or stolen 
Kastle keys to Kastle Systems, Inc. at 524-
7911. Call Kastle Systems, Inc. Customer 
Service if you have any questions about the 
Kastle System. 

We encourage you to review these meas
ures and solicit your cooperation and sup
port. A joint effort can greatly reduce the 
number of unavoidable office thefts and 
provide everyone with a greater sense of se
curity. 

CHET CHAMBERS' NOTES ON 
CENTRAL AMERICA 

HON. MARCY KAPTUR 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Ms. KAPTUR. Mr. Speaker, recently, a re
spected minister and diligent citizen from my 
district traveled to Honduras, Guatemala, and 
Nicaragua. He has journeyed there many 
times. His latest "Journal Notes" from this trip 
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contain instructive insights for all Americans, 
especially those of us who must vote on U.S. 
policy toward these nations. His conclusions 
reveal a deep and growing uncertainty about 
America's role in building a lasting peace in 
Central America. He questions if it is time for 
America to withdraw completely-or, if we 
stay, what positive role can America play in 
building social and economic progress in 
these nations. He pointed out to me in a pri
vate conversation that in Honduras, which his
torically had no oligarchy and thus could have 
moved toward democratic reform more quick
ly, United States aid in the past 10 years has 
actually resulted in the development of a new 
oligarchy not necessarily dedicated to land 
reform and social betterment. He told me he 
has a real concern that there is a move to dis
credit the upcoming Nicaraguan elections, in 
the event the U.N.O. does not win, he hopes 
the United States will accept the findings of 
the official observer teams from the United 
Nations and the Organization of American 
States. In Guatemala, earlier efforts toward 
land reform have been squashed and even 
using the words can result in death. 

I present these notes of Chester V. Cham
bers, Toledo, OH: 
CHET CHAMBERS' NOTES ON CENTRAL AMERICA 

"In taking notes on what these people are 
saying," requested our guide in Guatemala, 
"please don't put down their names or other 
data by which they might be identified. 
Their lives might well be endangered if your 
notes were read and confiscated by a cus
toms official." She said these words as we 
talked with a Catholic priest in an isolated 
small town on New Year's Day, and the next 
day with the wife of an Evangelical pastor 
in a larger rural community. 

I was traveling as one of eleven people in a 
PAX-World Central America Study Seminar 
arranged by the Rev. Fred Morris, former 
United Methodist missionary in Latin Amer
ica. We spent four days in Guatemala, seven 
days in Nicaragua, and three days in Hondu
ras. For me it was an opportunity to return 
to Nicaragua and to revisit the city of Esteli 
where I spent five weeks two years ago. It 
also provided an interesting opportunity for 
some comparisons of the three countries. 

The parish of the Guatemalan priest was 
surrounded by coffee plantations. He told us 
that 2% of the farmers own 62% of the 
arable land, including that which is most 
productive. Most farmers are subsistence 
farmers, growing corn on the poorest land. 
The fields of these subsistence farmers were 
very visible to us as we drove through 
mountainous country seeing patch after 
patch of corn growing on slopes at an angle 
of 30 to 45 degrees. 

Another day, we visited an Evangelical 
parish in a rural province where a group of 
pastors, all with other jobs, are serving 
churches in eleven communities. We talked 
with the wife of one of the pastors who said. 
"We work with the poor because that is 
what the Bible tells us to do." She told us 
that men working on farms in that area 
make about $1.50 per day, and have carried 
out unsuccessful protests to try to get this 
doubled. Women earn about $.60 for a day's 
work washing clothing, and the women with 
whom she is involved have agreed not to do 
it at that wage. In a factory there, one can 
earn $1.50 for a 12-hour day shift, and $1.80 
for a 12-hour night shift. However, a family 
may consume $2 worth of corn in one day. 
These Evangelical churches have been orga-
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nizing the women. She said that the Catho
lic priests and some other Evangelicals call 
them subversive. 

Their major economic effort has been the 
organizing of a widows' weaving cooperative. 
In their eleven communities, they have in
volved about 160 women. they are selling 
their products for prices higher than we 
paid in the markets, because they are plac
ing a higher monetary value on their labor. 
Some of their marketing is through church 
organizations outside their country. She 
told us that in these eleven communities 
there are about 1,700 children who have lost 
their fathers because the army killed them. 
Violence by the army was especially strong 
in their area in 1982. 

A Canadian volunteer with GAM, the 
Mutual Support Group, told me that about 
70,000 people had disappeared in Guatemala 
in the first half of the 80's. GAM was 
formed in 1984 when several relatives of dis
appeared people started talking at the city 
mortuary while looking for bodies of family 
members. They have become the most 
openly critical group of the repressive poli
cies of the army. The opening of one of the 
windows of their office is now covered with 
sheet metal because a bomb was thrown 
through it last August. Spray-painted GAM 
graffiti was visible all through Guatemala 
City: "They were taken alive; we want them 
back alive." 

We also visited a squatters community on 
the edge of Guatemala City where about 
45,000 persons have thrown up shacks on 
vacant land. The government made early at
tempts at eviction but the squatters only re
turned, and now the government has accept
ed their presence and some electricity has 
been run into the area. We saw tank trucks 
selling water which was pumped into open 
55 gallon drums. Their sewers are open 
ditches. One of the residents told us that 
the government has now told them that 
each of them will have to purchase the land 
on which they built their shacks at a price 
of about $6,000 for a lot 10 meters by 12 
meters. The government wants payments of 
about $19 a month, but residents are trying 
to negotiate this down. 

In Nicaragua, nearly everything was fo
cused on the upcoming election which will 
be held next Sunday, February 25. When I 
was there two years ago there were 16 politi
cal parties. With the influx of money from 
the U.S. and western Europe, the number 
had grown to 22 parties through further 
fragmentation by last fall. At that time 
fourteen parties, strongly influenced by the 
United States, formed the National Opposi
tion Union [UNOJ to run one slate of candi
dates in opposition to the Sandinistas in the 
February election. UNO chose as its candi
date for president Violeta Chamorro, pub
lisher of the newspaper La Prensa, and for 
vice president Virgilio Godoy, head of the 
Independent Liberal Party. 

Our group spent about an hour with vice
presidential candidate Godoy. He said that 
the two points of UNO's platform were na
tional reconciliation and national recon
struction. When pushed by us for specifics 
he said that these remain to be developed, 
which is quite understandable when one re
alizes that this coalition includes the Com
munist and Socialist Parties along with cen
trist and right-wing parties. Since the for
mation of UNO, two of the parties and part 
of a third have pulled out of the coalition. 

The first evening we were in Nicaragua we 
had dinner with Camilo Dufren, a member 
of the Christian Brothers order of the 
Catholic Church. He told us that all of the 
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polls, except one published in La Prensa, 
have shown a substantial lead for Daniel 
Ortega and the Sandinistas over Violeta 
Chamorro and UNO. The most credible of 
these, he said, was conducted in late Novem
ber by Hemispheric Initiatives from the 
United States using a pollster who had pre
dicted the results of Cristiani's victory in El 
Salvador with only a 1% error, and the re
sults of the presidential election in Para
guay with a 1.5% error. This poll showed 
44% of the voters preferring the Sandinistas 
compared to 27% for UNO. While we were 
in Nicaragua El Nuevo Diario published re
sults of a poll by a different organization 
showing 47% of the voters favoring Ortega 
and only 12% favoring Chamorro, a gain of 
5% for Ortega and loss of 5% for Chamorro 
from their poll a month earlier. 

We noted many billboards around Nicara
gua publicizing the Sandinista candidates, 
and none for UNO, and asked Virgilio 
Godoy about this. He said that they had no 
money. When asked about the $9 million 
voted by the U.S. Congress for the Nicara
guan elections, at least half of which we un
derstood was to go to UNO, he said that 
they have not allowed to spend any of this 
on propaganda. After talking with many 
Nicaraguans about this, several of us con
cluded that it will probably be the strategy 
of UNO and the United States government 
to try to discredit the elections since it 
seems clear that UNO has no chance of win
ning. This already appears to be happening 
in the United States. 

I left our seminar group for two days and 
went by bus to Esteli, the city in northern 
Nicaragua where I spent five weeks two 
years ago. I visited the Pentecostal pastor 
and his family with whom I lived for those 
five weeks. Though they are not happy with 
the military draft, since their oldest son, 
Fulvia, is now in service and on patrol in 
areas where there are skirmishes with the 
Contras, they are supporting the Sandinis
tas in the election. They told me that Via
leta does not understand the problems of 
the people, and that she does not have the 
experience to govern. 

I believe that by the latest count there 
will be ten parties on the ballot, eight small
er parties in addition to the Sandinistas and 
UNO. Three of these parties are to the left 
of the Sandinistas. This will probably be the 
most observed election in the history of the 
world. My hope is that the United States 
government will accept the findings of the 
official observer teams from the United Na
tions and the Organization of American 
States as the definitive verdict on the fair
ness of the elections, and comply with the 
requests of the Central American presidents 
to disband the Contras. 

As we moved to Honduras it soon became 
evident that this country is now the corner
stone of U.S. policy in Central America. We 
spent about two hours with six members of 
the U.S. Embassy staff there, which one 
staff member told us was one of the eleven 
largest U.S. embassies in the world. They 
gave us copies of a briefing book produced 
by the Embassy entitled "Handbook on 
Honduras: Democracy, Defense, Develop
ment, Diplomacy and Drug Control," at 
least half of which is devoted to attacking 
Nicaragua. 

A national election was just held in Hon
duras in which the incumbent Liberal Party 
was defeated by the National Party. We 
talked with Leonides Rosa Bautiste, a 
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lawyer and National Party member who had 
served in an earlier National Party govern
ment. He told us that Honduras faces a 
grave economic situation, that the Contras 
need to leave their country, and that the 
Hondurans see no need for a U.S. military 
presence with the elections in El Salvador 
and Nicaragua. He would like to see the 
money being spent on the military in Hon
duras by the U.S., used for social and eco
nomic programs in their country. That 
point of view was supported by considerable 
graffiti on walls in Tegucigalpa: "Go, Con
tras and gringos." 

Manuel Torres, a Honduran journalist, 
pointed out to us that Honduras has been 
the poorest country in Central America. De
spite all of the U.S. funds spent in Honduras 
over the past decade the economic condi
tions there have grown worse, a fact admit
ted by U.S. embassy personnel. Torres told 
us that only one out of four Hondurans is 
permanently employed, that there are over 
200,000 peasant families without land, and 
that 75% of the children are undernour
ished with some degree of malnutrition. 

Our Honduran guides, who were active 
Catholics, took us to a squatters settlement 
on the side of a mountain on the edge of Te
gucigalpa in which they do ministry. Several 
hundred poor peasants move from the coun
try to Tegucigalpa every month and settle 
in situations like this. Some shacks on the 
sides of these hills had been destroyed by 
mud slides during past rainy seasons. 

I want to try to draw some comparisons 
between the three countries I visited. The 
vast majority of people in all three are poor. 
It is clear in Guatemala and Honduras that 
this is a long-standing phenomenon and 
that little is being done to change this situa
tion. In Nicaragua it seems clear that the 
Sandinistas, who are dedicated to a more 
egalitarian society, have made attempts to 
change their situation, though the economy 
is now in a state of devastation. Opposition 
groups say that the Sandinistas have mis
managed the economy. The Sandinistas 
point out that half of the national budget in 
recent years has gone into the military be
cause of the Contra war and fear of a U.S. 
invasion, and that the U.S. imposed trade 
embargo cut off Nicaragua's greatest 
market for export sales as well as making it 
very difficult for them to get needed sup
plies from the U.S. 

Illiteracy has been a problem in all of 
these countries, and I am not aware of any 
efforts to change conditions in Guatemala 
and Honduras. On the other hand, the San
dinista government launched a massive lit
eracy campaign in 1980 which lowered the 
rate of illiteracy in Nicaragua from 50% to 
12%. Sadly, it has been difficult to continue 
this in war zones, and the illiteracy rate has 
now crept back up to 25%. 

All of these countries face the problem of 
large migrations of peasants from rural 
areas to the cities. In Guatemala City and 
Tegucigalpa the results are squatters com
munities, while in Nicaragua I saw a number 
of housing developments for low income 
people initiated by the government, many 
with financial support from other countries. 

There are strong contrasts regarding land 
ownership. A land reform program begun in 
Guatemala in the early 1960's by President 
Arbenz was reversed after a CIA-supported 
revolution overthrew him and instituted a 
military government. Now it is dangerous 
for anyone even to speak about land reform. 
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In Honduras some peasant groups have oc
cupied idle land in rural areas, but there 
have been no government programs to help 
increase the numbers of farmers owning 
land. In Nicaragua the Sandinistas institut
ed a huge land reform program in the early 
part of the last decade which had resulted 
by 1986 in over 4.4 million acres of land 
being placed in the hands of former peas
ants. 

There are also strong contrasts regarding 
freedom of speech. In Guatemala, to advo
cate for any kind of social change is to 
become a candidate for disappearance. The 
situation is clearly better in Honduras, but 
even there there is fear that chills criticism. 
We met with the head of the independent 
Committee for the Defense of Human 
Rights in Honduras who has had at least 
one attempt on his life. In Nicaragua people 
are quite free to criticize the government, 
and certainly do, and there is very open ad
vocacy for all political and economic points 
of view. 

There are not a lot of success models in 
third world countries. When I look at Nica
ragua in contrast with Guatemala and Hon
duras, it appears to me that the Sandinista 
government was making some real progress 
toward positive changes before they got 
bogged down by the Contra war and suf
fered further destabilization of their econo
my by the U.S. embargo. If we really believe 
in self-determination, we ought to be willing 
to accept the results of their upcoming elec
tion and realize that it is in the long-term 
self-interest of the U.S. to support social 
change in Latin America. 

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL 
CHURCH 

HON. BILL SCHUETTE 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. SCHUETTE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 
recognize the First Congregational Church of 
Owosso, Ml, which celebrates its 150th anni
versary in 1990. 

The church was founded in 1840 by 11 pio
neers. By 1855 this small band of worshippers 
had grown to 52 members and a permanent 
affiliation with an established church body was 
sought. The First Congregational Church was 
received into the Genesee Association of the 
Congregation Church in 1853. 

For the past century and a half, the church 
has been more then just a building and a 
series of ministers. It has developed into a 
congregation made up of people from many 
different backgrounds that has served as an 
example of social action in the community. 

The First Congregational Church has stood 
for a century and a half and will continue to 
serve the community of Owosso for a long 
time to come. 

Mr. Speaker, and my colleagues in the 
House, please join me in honoring the First 
Congregational Church on its 150th anniversa
ry, and may the church continue to prosper. 
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COMMEMORATING THE 29TH 

ANNIVERSARY OF THE MARY
LAND STATE ASSOCIATION OF 
B'NAI B'RITH 

HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Speaker, Saturday, Febru

ary 24, 1990, marks the 29th anniversary of 
the Maryland State Association of B'nai B'rith. 

B'nai B'rith is the world's oldest and largest 
service organization, setting an example of 
community service for 147 years. 

As we all know, organizations such as B'nai 
B'rith are able to do so much good because 
of dedicated and exceptional members. One 
such individual, Harold Kuperberg, will be in
ducted as the new president of the Maryland 
State Association of B'nai B'rith on Saturday. 
Mr. Kuperberg is a past president of the Me
norah Lodge of B'nai B'rith, a lodge with a his
tory of 7 4 years of community service. 

Mr. Kuperberg will succeed Stuart Goldman 
who is completing a distinguished 1-year term 
as President. 

Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure to call the 29th 
anniversary of the Maryland State Association 
of B'nai B'rith to the attention of the House. 
With service organizations such as B'nai B'rith 
and individuals like those being honored, our 
work as public servants in Congress is made 
that much easier and that much more pleasur
able. 

TRIBUTE TO THE HALL OF 
FAME INDUCTEE OF THE 
TRUMBULL AFRO-AMERICAN 
ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION 

HON. JAMES A. TRAFICANT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I rise to pay 

tribute today to the Hall of Fame inductees of 
the Trumbull Afro-American Achievers Asso
ciation of my 17th Congressional District of 
Ohio. 

The Trumbull Afro-American Achievers As
sociation was established last year and this is 
the first year the association inducts people 
into its Hall of Fame. The association serves a 
dual purpose. First, it honors Afro-Americans 
from Trumbull County who have excelled in a 
variety of fields. Second, it serves as an ex
ample to the youth of Trumbull County, to 
prove that they can achieve their goals no 
matter what the odds are. 

I would like to recognize the following per
sons, and their outstanding accomplishments, 
for being inducted into the Trumbull Afro
American Association: 

Rev. Julie Brogdon, Ph.D. and clergy; Willie 
Davenport, gold medalist, track; Ross 
Browner, player in the NFL; Dave Rodgers, 
played for the Philadelphia Eagles and busi
nessman; Jeanne Kate, professor of zoology; 
Rev. Ronald Fowlis, clergy; Dennis Dowdell, 
community service and urban league; John 
Winfrey, labor; Paul Warfield, member of the 
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NFL Hall of Fame and businessman; Ernie 
Shavers, boxing; Julia Browner, mother of pro
fessional NFL player; Joe Reed, community 
service; Bogan Reed, state official; Robert 
Dean, community service; Louie Tabor, Edu
cator; William Blakely, Who's Who in busi
ness; Steven Minter, Who's Who; Dr. Roger 
Bryant, dentist; Paul Gore, military; Bill White, 
baseball; Lionel Reed, coach and educator; 
Clifford Johnson, first black high school princi
pal; Carol Hooks, first black junior high princi
pal; L. Steven Robinson, attorney; Melvin 
Wanzo, member of Count Bassie's band; 
Daniel Smith, educator; Rozen Patterson
Lymore, first black female high school princi
pal; Dr. Robert Pegues, Jr., city of Warren su
perintendent; Willie Hall, staff representative 
for Steel Workers of America. 

Mr. Speaker, I am honored to pay tribute to 
these outstanding individuals. They are all ex
traordinary people who are models not only 
for the youth of Trumbull County but also for 
the rest of us. 

TRIBUTE TO JAMES R. HOWARD 

HON. C. THOMAS McMILLEN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland. Mr. Speaker, I 

rise today to pay tribute to an exceptional 
member of my district who has proven the 
power of human will over adversity. On Febru
ary 4 of this year, James R. Howard became 
an Eagle Scout. Given that only 1 percent of 
the young men who join scouting reach the 
Eagle level, that is an accomplishment in 
itself. But Jimmy Howard achieved this despite 
suffering from Down's syndrome. He is the 
first "special Scout" in Maryland to reach 
Eagle. 

His drive for the rank has not been a shel
tered one either. He is self-sufficient, contrib
utes to society, and upholds the tenets of 
Scouting. Every Scout completes many 
projects-one of Jimmy's was to oversee the 
planting of 300 pine trees, a testimony to his 
strong will, care, and respect for nature. This 
is just one of his many feats. 

James Howard has been working toward 
this goal for the 11 years as a founding 
member of Troop 216. Now, after 21 badges 
and a great deal of work for the community, 
he has joined the elite ranks of Eagle Scout. I 
hope many will benefit from the marvelous ex
ample he provides us all. This is a man who 
gives to all; and so I ask my colleagues to join 
me in recognizing this fellow citizen for his 
strength and dedication. 

A TRIBUTE TO LORRAINE 
ASSELIN MOYNIHAN 

HON. RONALD K. MACHTLEY 
OF RHODE ISLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 

to recognize and congratulate one of Rhode 
Island's outstanding young citizens, Lorraine 
Asselin Moynihan. 

February 20, 1990 
Ms. Moynihan, a resident of Woonsocket, 

Rl, has been chosen as one of 1990's Out
standing Young Persons by the Rhode Island 
Jaycees. Ms. Moynihan is being honored for 
her dedicated and outstanding community 
service for the people of Rhode Island for 
almost 20 years. She has also been recently 
selected as Greater Woonsocket's Young 
Person of the Year for her contributions to the 
community. 

Beginning in 1973 as a volunteer on crisis 
hotline, Ms. Moynihan has demonstrated her 
genuine caring and concern for others in her 
community through her active involvement in 
several public and private organizations devot
ed to helping those in need. She is a member 
of Mothers Against Drunk Driving and the 
Rhode Island Women's Caucus. She also par
ticipates in the Rhode Island Coalition for Chil
dren's Rights, the Rape Crisis Center and the 
ROAD Crisis Intervention Hotline. Her out
standing record in her community endeavours 
also helped place her on Woonsocket Task 
Forces for Battered Women and Their Chil
dren and for the education department's study 
on kindergarten children. Currently, Ms. Moy
nihan is serving her second term as a 
member of Woonsocket's School Committee 
and has been chosen as chairman of the 
committee. 

It is with great pleasure that I congratulate 
Ms. Moynihan for her years of dedicated com
munity service and for her selection as one of 
Rhode Island's Outstanding Young Persons. 
Through her tireless effots she has sought to 
improve her city's image and schools. Her de
votion to her community is a tribute to her 
concern for others and serves as a model I 
hope others follow. 

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL TO 
EXPAND HEAD START 

HON. JOHN MILLER 
OF WASHINGTON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. MILLER of Washington. Mr. Speaker, 

today I rise in support of the President's 
budget proposal to expand Head Start. The 
President's goal is for every child to start 
school ready to learn by the year 2000. Ex
pansion of this program is a solid start in this 
direction. Head Start works. It not only pre
pares children for learning by meeting their 
health and nutritional needs, it socializes them 
and helps them develop their values, while in
volving parents in their children's education. 
Head Start builds self-esteem and school suc
cess, reduces the likelihood that poor young
sters will grow up to become jobless and 
hopeless. 

Head Start currently only serves a fraction 
of those who are eligible. This budget request 
would expand the program so that we can 
reach 70 percent of the Nation's disadvan
taged 4-year-olds. There is a dynamic Head 
Start Program in Kitsap County, in my district. 
These children have hope. Parents are be
coming more and more involved. But it hurts 
to realize that 77 percent of the eligible chil
dren are not served. Head Start is designed to 
help the disadvantaged child get a better start 
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in life, and it makes a profound difference in 
the life of that child. I am proud that our Presi
dent has so clearly demonstrated their sup
port of this worthwhile program. It's one of the 
wisest investments we can make. 

LOYAL ORDER OF THE MOOSE 
LODGE NO. 992 DISPOSES OF 
OLD GLORY 

HON. BILL PAXON 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. PAXON. Mr. Speaker, during the first 
session, the Supreme Court decision permit
ting the desecration of the American flag was 
a hotly debated issue. 

Regardless of any Member's position on the 
proposals for a constitutional amendment to 
prohibit desecration of the flag, I am certain 
that we all share the same respect for Old 
Glory. 

When Old Glory becomes too old-faded 
and torn after years of proudly representing 
this country-it is traditional and accepted 
practice to dispose of the flag by burning it in 
a respectful manner. 

The Loyal Order of the Moose Lodge No. 
992, located in Hamburg, NY, will accept 
American flags from any and all sources 
around the country that are in such condition 
that it is no longer appropriate to display 
them, and will dispose of them in a fitting 
ceremony each year on Memorial Day. 

American flags can be sent to the Hamburg 
Moose Lodge No. 992, 55 Church Street. 
Hamburg, NY 14075. 

Any assistance that my colleagues can pro
vide in disseminating this information to indi
viduals and groups in your district would be 
most appreciated. 

I request, Mr. Speaker, that the resolution of 
the Hamburg Lodge No. 992 of the Loyal 
Order of the Moose be inserted into the 
RECORD at this point: 

RESOLUTION 

Be it resolved that we the members and 
officers of the Hamburg Moose Lodge No. 
992 Hamburg, N.Y., in the spirit of our orga
nization, which is dedicated to protect, nur
ture and guarantee the freedom of our 
brothers and their families from childhood 
through their Golden years hereby approve 
the following proclamation, 

WHEREAS; The Loyal Order of Moose is 
an organization whose community spirit and 
patriotism are deeply rooted in our organi
zational structure and which is dedicated to 
the belief that all men deserve the blessings 
and privileges of freedom and the opport u
nity to worship, each in his own way, AND; 

WHEREAS; We the members of the Loyal 
Order of Moose feel that our Flag, as t he 
National symbol of this freedom must be 
Protected, Revered and Honored in a 
manner befitting those lofty ideals which 
are held so dearly by our brothers do this 
date issue the following proclamation: 

We the members and officers of the Ham
burg Lodge No. 992, Loyal Order of Moose, 
do here-by invite any and all citizens, per
sons, and organizations whether it-be reli
gious, patriotic, political, social, fraternal , 
public or private who presently have or will 
have in their possession, a Flag of t h e 
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United States of America in which condition 
it is no longer proper to display, to send 
that Flag to the Hamburg Moose Lodge No. 
992, 55 Church St., Hamburg, N.Y. 14075 in 
order to assure that the proper respect be 
given to this symbol of Liberty upon its dis
position, at a fitting ceremony held on or 
about each Memorial Day. 

This ceremony to lay at rest, those Flags 
which have proudly proclaimed our dedica
tion to Liberty and Freedom as our National 
symbol, shall be a part of the Memorial Day 
Parade ceremonies held each year in the 
Village of Hamburg, N.Y. 

Approved by the Board of Officers of 
Hamburg Lodge No. 992, Loyal Order of 
Moose on July 25, 1989. 

Duly adopted by the membership of Ham
burg Lodge No. 992, Loyal Order of Moose 
at a regularly scheduled meeting on July 25, 
1989. 

ROGER A. BECKER, 
Governor. 

FRANK BABSTER, 
Secretary. 

GLOBAL WARMING 

HON. BILL RICHARDSON 
OF NEW MEXICO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, Beth 
Miller, a constituent of mine from Santa Fe, 
NM, has been extremely active in addressing 
the problems of global warming. Following an 
appeal by the Sol y Sombra Foundation and 
Beth Miller, to Presidents Bush and Gorba
chev before the Malta summit that they jointly 
address this significant issue, the two Presi
dents did discuss this important matter at 
Malta and are committed to joint action to 
focus international attention on this key prob
lem. 

Mr. Speaker, sometimes individual citizens 
can make a difference. 

SOL Y SOMBRA FOUNDATION, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, January, 1990. 

Last August I had the privilege of attend
ing a conference in Sundance, Utah, spon
sored by Robert Redford's organization, In
stitute for Resource Management, on the 
critical topic "Global Warming." It was a 
joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. conference which 
brought together scientists, environmental
ists, politicians and business leaders to dis
cuss, in depth, the significance of global cli
mate change for all people of the world. 

One of the conclusive events of the con
ference was a letter from participants to 
Presidents Bush and Gorbachev, calling for 
joint action to address this significant issue. 

During the recent Malta Summit, it was 
my great pleasure to support, through the 
Sol y Sombra Foundation and the Windstar 
Foundation, an ad in the New York Times 
which reissued the letter to Presidents Bush 
and Gorbachev. A copy of the ad is enclosed 
for you t o see. 

In a surprising reversal of recent policy, 
President Bush announced at Malt a t hat 
the United States would sponsor a meeting 
in 1990 to study global climate change. Also, 
the U.S. Congress has announced plans to 
host an international conference of legisla
tors in 1990 on environmental issues and, 
particularly, global warming. While it is not 
clear what impact the meet ing at Sundance, 
and its result ant lett er, had in t he debate on 
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this subject, I feel blessed with the opportu
nity to contribute in any small way. 

For that reason, I call your personal at
tention to this and ask you to commit some 
effort in 1990 toward seeing the debate ex
panded and extended. A small effort by 
many will bring a powerful force to work for 
the good of our planet. 

Respectively, 
BETH MILLER, 

President. 
[From the New York Times, Sunday, Dec. 3, 

1989] 
AN OPEN LETTER TO OuR PRESIDENTS 

Our world is changing at a staggering 
rate. As old walls crumble, new alliances 
emerge and with them, new hope for our 
future. 

As leaders of the two nations who, in their 
rivalry, have kept the world on edge, you 
have both the opportunity and the responsi
bility to help the world craft a new way of 
looking at the planet that will guide us 
safely into the next century. 

We need a new concept of international 
security that recognizes the need for envi
ronmental stability. 

The Malta meeting is an historic opportu
nity. As you focus in your informal discus
sions on recent political events in Eastern 
Europe and elsewhere, don't forget that our 
future will ultimately be determined, not 
only by how we treat one another, but also 
how we treat the life support systems of the 
planet. 

In August, the Institute for Resource 
Management and the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences convened a diverse group of U.S. 
and Soviet leaders in Sundance, Utah to dis
cuss Global Climate Change. The following 
is a public reprint of a letter to both of you 
from many of the individuals who gathered 
in Sundance. We urge both our nations to 
demonstrate leadership on this important 
issue. 

GEORGE BusH, 
President 

AUGUST 26, 1989. 

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV, 
Chainnan, Supreme Soviet. 

Recognizing the commitment you have 
pledged toward the environment, we wish to 
send you the conclusions from a symposium 
held at Sundance, Utah, convened by the 
Institute for Resource Management and the 
Soviet Academy of Sciences. 

A symposium of American and Soviet sci
entists, policy-makers, environmentalists, in
dustry leaders and artists met to discuss bi
lateral action on perhaps our planet's gra
vest environmental problem: global climate 
change. 

The improved relations between the two 
powers have created new opportunities for 
joint efforts to reduce the possibility of cat
astrophic global climate change. The USA 
and the USSR are the two largest producers 
of greenhouse gases. The USSR and the 
USA are also the two principal sources of 
the world's scientific knowledge which can 
be deployed to restrain global greenhouse 
emissions. Therefore, we should provide the 
leadership in the search for common solu
tions to the global warming problem, as well 
as for the environmental security of the 
world. 

The Sundance Symposium arrived at four 
specific recommendations which we hope 
you will consider and support. We believe 
the struggle for the prevention of green
house gases should be raised to the level of 
international security. We propose the for
mation of an environmental security alli-
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ance between our two countries. We further 
propose our two nations work together on 
these four top priorities: 

To promote energy technologies which are 
both cost-effective and non-polluting by en
listing the appropriate existing agencies in 
the two countries. 

To phase-out the production and use of all 
CFCs as rapidly as possible, and no later 
than the year 2000, and to substantially 
reduce C02 and the remaining greenhouse 
gases. 

To reduce the rate of deforestation world
wide, and initiate reforestation efforts by 
enlisting the appropriate existing agencies 
in the two countries. 

To create citizen participation in the 
above efforts through a series of joint edu
cational programs and by a direct appeal for 
action by each head of state. 

We realize the success of these initiatives 
lies in engaging the efforts of all citizens. 
We stand ready to assist you in educating 
the public, as we were educated by the 
Native Americans who opened our confer
ence. 

"We do not inherit the land from our an
cestors, we borrow it from our children." 

Respectfully yours, 
John Adams, Executive Director, Natural 

Resources Defense Council. 
Bill G. Aldridge, Executive Director, Na

tional Science Teachers Association. 
Howard P. Allen, Chairman of the Board, 

Southern California Edison Company. 
Governor Cecil Andrus, State of Idaho. 
Dr. Daniel B. Botkin, Professor of Biology 

and Environmental Studies, University of 
California Santa Barbara. 

Senator Bill Bradley, State of New Jersey. 
Dr. Noel Brown, Special Representative of 

the Executive Director, United Nations En
vironment Programme. 

Robert Bunting, Director of Corporate Af
filiates Program, University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research. 

F. Scott Bush, Visiting Fellow in Enviorn
mental Affairs, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies. 

Joseph A. Cannon, President and Chief 
Executive Officer, Geneva Steel Company. 

Dr. Edward A. Dalton, President and 
Chief Executive Officer, The National 
Energy Foundation. 

Dr. Devra Lee Davis, Scholar in Resi
dence, National Academy of Sciences. 

Mark Dayton, President, Vermilion In
vestment Company. 

Michael Deland, Chairman, President's 
Counsil on Environmental Quality. 

Ann Druyan, Secretary, Federation of 
American Scientists. 

Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich, Bing Professor of 
Population Studies, President, Center for 
Conservation Biology, Stanford University. 

Susan Eisenhower, President, Eisenhower 
Group, Inc. 

Daniel J . Evans, Former U.S. Senator and 
Governor, State of Washington. 

Michael Fosberg, Forest Fire and Atmos
pheric Sciences Research, U.S. Forest Serv
ice. 

Dr. Peter Gleick, Pacific Institute for 
Studies in Development, Environment and 
Security. 

Peter C. Goldmark, President, the Rocke
feller Foundation. 

Gilbert Gorsvenor, President and Chair
man, National Geographic Society. 

Dr. Jay D. Hair, President, National Wild
life Federation. 

Dr. James E. Hansen, Atmospheric Physi
cist. 

Dr. Alan D. Hecht, Climatologist. 
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Dr. Richard A. Herrett, Government Rela

tions, Scientific Liaison, ICI Americas. 
Phil Hogue, President, Daniels and Associ

ates. 
Dr. William W. Kellogg, Senior Scientist, 

Retired, National Center for Atmospheric 
Research. 

Charles Kittrell, Executive Vice President, 
Retired, Phillips Petroleum Company. 

Frederic Krupp, Executive Director, Envi
ronmental Defense Fund. 

Justin Lancaster, Executive Director Envi
ronmental Science and Policy Institute. 

Dr. Daniel A. Lashof, Senior Scientist, 
Natural Resources Defense Council. 

Dr. Stephen Leatherman, Director, Center 
for Global Change. 

Dr. James M. Lents, Executive Officer, 
South Coast Air Quality Management Dis
trict. 

Dr. Thomas E. Lovejoy, Assistant Secre
tary for External Affairs, Smithsonian In
stitution. 

Amory Lovins, Director of Research, 
Rocky Mountain Institute. 

Oren Lyons, Faithkeeper, Onondaga 
Nation. 

Tom Matthews, Partner, Craver, Mat
thews, Smith and Co., Inc. 

Terrell J. Minger, President, Institute for 
Resource Management. 

Dr. Irving Mintzer, Director, Center for 
Global Change. 

George Montgomery, President, Mont
gomery Properties, Inc. 

Richard D. Morgenstern, Director, Office 
of Policy Analysis, Environmental Protec
tion Agency. 

Dr. Michael Oppenheimer, Senior Scien
tist, Environmental Defense Fund. 

Dr. Robert Ornstein, President, Institute 
for the Study of Human Knowledge. 

Dr. Larry Papay, Senior Vice President, 
Southern California Edison Company. 

Stephen Pezda, Principal Research Engi
neer Associate, Ford Motor Company. 

Barbara Pyle, Environmental Editor, 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc./CNN. 

Robert Redford, Founder, Institute for 
Resource Management. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, President Emeri
tus, University Corporation for Atmospheric 
Research. 

Brian A. Rosborough, President, EARTH
WATCH. 

Dr. Carl Sagan, Astronomer, Cornell Uni
versity. 

Academician Roald Sagdeev, Member 
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Con
gress of the People's Deputies of the 
U.S.S.R. 

Congresswoman Claudine Schneider, 
State of Rhode Island. 

Dr. Stephen Schneider, Head of the Inter
disciplinary Climate Systems Section, Na
tional Center for Atmospheric Research. 

Russell L. Schweickart, President, Associa
tion of Space Explorers. 

Jeff Sirmon, Deputy Chief for Programs 
and Legislation, U.S. Forest Service. 

Payson R. Stevens, President, Inter
Network, Inc. 

Maurice Strong, President, World Federa
tion of United Nations Associations. 

Sir Crispin Tickell, Ambassador, Extraor
dinary and Plenipoteniary Permanent Rep
resentative of the United Kingdom to the 
United Nations. 

John Topping, President, Climate Insti
tute. 

Eugene Tracy. Chairman of the Board, 
The National Energy Foundation. 

Garry Trudeau, Author. 
Stewart Udall, Author/Attorney. 
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Randolph H. Ware, President, External 

Tanks Corporation. 
Alan N. We~den, President, The Frank 

Weeden Foundation. 
Paul Winter, Composer/Musician, Living 

Music. 
Senator Tim Wirth, State of Colorado. 
George M. Woodwell, President, Woods 

Hole Research Center. 
Peterson Zah, Director, Western Regional 

Office, Save the Children Federation. 
fThis statement reflects the opinion of the 

individuals listed, but not necessarily that 
of the institutions with which they are af
filiated.) 

<This message sponsored by the Windstar 
Foundation and the Soly Sombra Founda
tion.) 

PRESIDENT BUSH LUKEWARM 
ON WARMING 

HON. BARNEY FRANK 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. FRANK. Mr. Speaker, one of the most 
disappointing aspects of the Bush administra
tion has been the gap between the Presi
dent's campaign rhetoric on the subject of en
vironment and his administration's weak per
formance in this area. Especially in the ex
tremely important area of the problem of 
global warming, the President has been back
ing away from what environmentalists hoped 
he would be doing. The recent speech which 
he gave on this subject was far less than we 
had a right to expect, and bespeaks a timidity 
on this critical issue that could well have neg
ative consequences for the ability of the world 
to combat one of the threats that faces it. 
Along with a hesitant posture on clear air, the 
President showed retreat on the matter of 
global warming calls undue serious question 
the President's pledges in the environmental 
area. The questions of clean air and global 
warming are not peripheral: They're obviously 
essential to the health of the planet and the 
people who live on it. President Bush has 
been disappointing in this regard so far. Mr. 
Speaker, to underline the failure of the Presi
dent to deliver as his campaign had many to 
expect that he would, I ask that an article 
from the February 7 Boston Globe by Ran
dolph Ryan be printed here. In it, Mr. Ryan ul
timately makes clear the shortcomings of the 
President's approach in the critical area of 
global warming: 

[From the Boston Globe, Feb. 7, 1990] 
LUKEWARM ON WARMING 

<By Randolph Ryan) 
If there were a single sphere of statesman

ship in which President Bush could put an 
original, urgently needed stamp on history, 
it would be in mobilizing a world-wide effort 
to stop the fouling of the planet. The presi
dent's limp speech on Monday to a UN con
ference on that subject shows distressing 
limits as a leader for these times. 

The most serious manifestation of envi
ronmental deterioration is man-made global 
warming. The world looks to America for 
environmental leadership. We are a rich 
nation with the technological capacity to 
seek cures. Also, because our economy is a 
huge consumer of energy, especially of oil 
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and coal, we are the greatest generator of 
"greenhouse" gases such as carbon dioxide. 

Although our factory stacks may have 
scrubbers, we are still The Great Polluter. 
None of the other contributors to the green
house effect-including the sulfurous, inef
ficient industries of the Eastern bloc and 
the slashers-and-burners of tropical rain 
forests-have as great a responsibility to 
face this issue as do Americans. 

As a philosophical conservative, as a 
doting grandfather, and as an intelligent 
and moderate man, Bush cannot be oblivi
ous to the need for his generation to protect 
the interests of those to come. Yet this envi
ronmental president who professes appeal
ing boyish devotion to natural wonders like 
" the wily bonefish" -and who at every op
portunity uses his grandchildren as props
seems either to have choked because the 
challenge is too daunting or to have taken a 
dive because his noblesse oblige is only skin 
deep. 

Environmental degradation, scarcely no
ticed a decade ago, now looms over every
one's grandchildren. Sen. AI Gore said the 
three causes of global warming are man
made and can be affected by public policy: 
rampant population growth <which some of 
Bush's supporters ignore on religious princi
ple), the collision of industrial civilization 
with the ecology, and "an old way of think
ing about Earth, as old as Aristotle, which 
defines man as separate from nature and 
entitled to exploit it." 

There is uncertainty over the rate of 
change and about some complexities of 
global chemistry not easily modeled in labs. 
But scientists agree that the process is 
sharply accelerating, that it could become 
irreversible in as little as 50 years, and that, 
if unchecked, it is likely to have catastroph
ic effects. 

After picking good people for environmen
tal posts, Bush has ignored what they are 
telling him. Last May, on the eve of an im
portant international conference, he al
lowed the testimony of a top government 
scientist to be altered to make the threat 
seem less serious. 

That was comparable in spirit to falsifying 
intelligence estimates to find light-at-the
end-of-the-tunnel in a deepening war. 

Last fall Bush blocked a timetable to 
begin carbon dioxide curbs, thereby sabo
taging another international conference in 
Holland. On Monday, he eliminated from 
h is text a considered call to act ion that had 
been agreed upon by t he State Department, 
the Department of Energy and the Environ
mental Protection Agency. He managed to 
avoid even saying "greenhouse effect" and 
"global warming." 

Neither greenhouse effect nor the other 
"spaceship Earth" issues- ozone hole, nucle
ar waste, chemicals, garbage-are going 
away, and they are each daunting in their 
own right. What must make them part icu
larly painful for Bush is that solutions are 
inconceivable without two t hings t hat are 
anathema to many of his supporters: an in
creasing degree of social planning on a 
world-wide scale, and t he necessity for t he 
haves <bot h the well-off with in individual 
societ ies and the well-off nations in t he 
wider world) to provide a good example. 

Perhaps President Bush did not realize 
the requirements needed to fill his job: t h e 
courage of conviction, t he determination to 
take on an uncertain battle, and the willing
ness to demonstrate self-sacrifice. 

If so, that is sad. Age-old habits have to be 
broken. A truer kind of conservatism is re
quired that stands not merely for securing 
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of privilege but for preservation of what is 
of value from the past. 

A TRIBUTE TO ERNESTO 
ALONSO-MR. AMIGO 1989 

HON. SOLOMON P. ORTIZ 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. ORTIZ. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 

commend and pay tribute to Mr. Ernesto 
Alonso, the newly selected Mr. Amigo. 

Every year, members of the Mr. Amigo As
sociation, who represent the city of Browns
ville, TX, travel to Mexico City to select a new 
Mr. Amigo to serve as honored guest of 
Charro Days festivities in Brownsville, TX. 
Charro Days is a 4-day international event in 
which the United States and Mexico are 
joined in celebration of the cultures of these 
neighboring countries. During Charro Days, 
which originated as a pre-Lenten festival, 
Brownsville citizens participate in a series of 
parades, dances and parties to demonstrate 
the goodwill of both countries. It is a well 
planned, major function which is enjoyed and 
eagerly anticipated by many south Texans as 
well as our winter visitors. 

Mr. Ernesto Alonso is the 26th Mexican citi
zen to be honored by the Mr. Amigo Associa
tion. He was born in Aguascalientes, Mexico. 
At a very young age, he demonstrated his ar
tistic abilities in an experimental theater group 
in which he acted and directed. He later went 
on to make his theater debut in 1939 at the 
famous National Theater of Fine Arts in 
Mexico City, Mexico. This prominence trig
gered the next major step in his career when 
he went on to appear in his first national 
movie debut where he costarred with the 
famous actress, Sara Garcia in 1941, in the 
movie "La Gallina Culeca." 

From early on in his career, he has been 
fortunate to star in and direct many movies 
and theater plays. He filmed over 60 movies, 
among them, Luis Bunuel's " Ensayo de un 
Crimen," which featured the legendary Mires
lava. This film is considered one of Bunuel's 
most widely acclaimed. 

In the theater, he has obtained outstanding 
triumphs with over 1 ,500 starring roles. As a 
producer, he contributed a historical perspec
tive to Mexican and Latin American classical 
television soap operas. Mr. Alonso has re
ceived awards from all over the world of this 
exceptional, landmark, and artistic work. 

The prestigious Mr. Amigo designate is se
lected on the basis of his or her contribution 
to international friendship and development of 
mutual understanding and cooperation be
tween Mexico and the United States. Mr. 
Alonso should not only be recognized for his 
fine acting, producing, and directing abilities, 
but more importantly for his contributions to 
international friendship and the evolution of 
the film industry in his native country of 
Mexico. These contributions have merited the 
respect and admiration of citizens in both the 
United States and Mexico. It is for these rea
sons that Mr. Ernesto Alonso is an excellent 
choice for this year's award. 

As Mr. Amigo, Ernesto Alonso will receive 
the red-carpet treatment when he visits 
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Brownsville as the city's honored guest during 
the upcoming Charro Days celebration. During 
his 3-day stay on the border, he will make per
sonal appearances in the Charro Days pa
rades and at other fiesta events. Official wel
come receptions will be staged by organiza
tions in Cameron County, TX, and the cities of 
Brownsville, TX and Matamoros, Mexico. Mr. 
Alonso will also be the special guest at the 
Mr. Amigo Association luncheon and the 
President's party. 

I ask my colleagues to join me in extending 
congratulations to Ernesto Alonso for being 
honored with this special award. 

TRIBUTE TO FLORENCE SMITH 

HON. MAJOR R. OWENS 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. OWENS of New York. Mr. Speaker, 

rise to pay tribute to Florence Smith, a volun
teer coordinator and a member of my Central 
Brooklyn Martin Luther King Commission, who 
for the last 2 years has worked with high 
schools in my congressional district in an 
effort to encourage the students' involvement 
with the National Bicentennial Competition on 
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 

The 3-year-old competition is sponsored by 
the Commission on the Bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution and funded by an act of 
Congress. It is the most extensive educational 
program of its kind in the United States, fea
turing an extensive 6-week curriculum that 
provides students with a fundamental knowl
edge of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, 
and the principles and values they embody. 
Winners of the congressional districts' compe
titions in each State go to the statewide con
tests. The champions of the States' contests 
compete in a national event. 

Ms. Smith has worked diligently with the 
high school students from my district to pre
pare them for the rigorous sessions in which 
contestants must instantly answer one of 
three questions in six issue areas: political phi
losophy; historical background on the Consti
tution; the process involved in writing the Con
stitution; the establishment of the U.S. Gov
ernment; fundamental rights of Americans 
under the Bill of Rights; and the responsibil
ities of citizens. This process is part of the 
local, State, and national competition, al
though the questions vary at each level, and 
the students are only allotted a short amount 
of time in which to answer these questions 
and follow-up questions by the judges. 

Thanks in large measure to the work of Ms. 
Smith, a retired high school English teacher 
and college admissions counselor from Brook
lyn who has also taught English at Tuskegee 
University and South Carolina State College, 
students competing from Clara Barton High 
School in my district became the New York 
City area champions in the National Bicenten
nial Competition last year and this year. New 
York City winners go on to the New York 
State competition in Albany, NY, which this 
year will be held on February 24. 

The National Bicentennial Competition on 
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights affords 
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an excellent opportunity for students to come 
to know the Constitution and the Bill of Rights 
as living documents and to develop skills nec
essary for their future as adult participants in 
civil and democratic action. Ms. Smith's role in 
preparing the high school students in my dis
trict for this competition ensures that these 
young people will have a far greater under
standing of their rights and responsibilities as 
U.S. citizens, and of these two highly impor
tant documents which protect those rights. 
Ms. Smith is a sterling example of a dedicat
ed, committed educator and I appreciate her 
outstanding service as the coordinator of the 
competition in my district, and the trainer of 

. academic champions from among the high 
schools in central Brooklyn. 

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLU
TION 259, THE HARVEST OF 
PEACE RESOLUTION 

HON. BYRON L. DORGAN 
OF NORTH DAKOTA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. DORGAN of North Dakota. Mr. Speaker, 

I rise in support of House Concurrent Resolu
tion 259, the harvest of peace resolution, of 
which I am an enthusiastic cosponsor. 

This resolution is no apple pie in the sky 
dream. It sets a commonsense goal-reorder
ing of our national priorities to put the needs 
of people once again at the center of our 
Government's concern. It contains prudent 
steps for achieving that goal. 

It calls for negotiating verifiable and sub
stantial arms reduction agreements with the 
Soviet Union: Not for unilateral disarmament. 
It calls for helping defense industries and their 
employees to convert to productive nonde
fense work recognizing that the conversion to 
a true peacetime economy will cause disrup
tions which will hurt some of our communities 
in the short run. And it does not call for meet
ing the basic human needs by spending 
money we do not have; it recognizes the re
quirement that the budget deficit be reduced. 

Last year, I opposed the Defense authoriza
tion bill because it ducked the tough choices. 
By including billions for the strategic defense 
intitiative [SDI], and both the MX and Midget
man program, it kept us on the road of acquir
ing weapons systems we do not need at ever
escalating costs we can not afford. 

The remarkable political developments in 
Europe since then have made it even clearer 
that we must reorder our budgetary priorities. 

Over 40 years ago we faced and met one 
of the major challenges of our 200 years of 
experience. That challenge was feeding the 
hungry in war-ravaged regions, rebuilding a 
devastated Europe, promoting and nurturing 
democracy in Germany, Japan, and Italy, and 
protecting the West from the threat of Soviet 
aggression. The successes we are now enjoy
ing are the fruits of sacrifices we made. 

It would be pleasant, if in the afterglow of 
the good news from Europe and in view of the 
dramatic improvement in United States-Soviet 
relations, we could relax, take it easy, and 
forget our domestic and global responsibilities. 

However, the decline in our schools, the 
decay of our highways and bridges, and the 
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increase in poverty and homelessness in our 
communities will not be reversed unless we 
reorder our priorities. If we fail to invest in pro
grams to reverse this decline, our productivity 
and our economic competitiveness will be 
eroded as well. 

Our Nation's strength depends not only on 
a sturdy defense, but in meeting the needs of 
our people so that they can contribute to the 
growth of a healthy society and a robust 
economy. 

Moreover, our justifiable pride in the growth 
of democracy throughout the world should not 
be an occasion for mere self-congratulation, 
but a reminder that our engagement and our 
assistance can make a difference. 
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Mrs. Rossman makes sure that she meets 

every child who comes through the home, 
even though she has three children, four 
grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren of 
her own scattered throughout the country. 
Mrs. Rossman, who considers those at the 
home to be her extended family, still manages 
to keep in touch with many of the children 
that attended the home through the years. 

Mr. Speaker, and my colleagues in the 
House, please join me in honoring Frances 
Rossman for her hard work and dedication to 
the VFW. 

LITHUANIAN INDEPENDENCE 

HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN 
Last year, as chairman of the Hunger Com

mittee's Working Group on Central America, I 
and several of my colleagues, developed leg-
islation to target assistance to the urgent oF MARYLAND 

health needs of war Victims in that region- IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

legislation which I am pleased to note was en- Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
acted. But much remains to be done in Cen-
tral America and throughout the developing Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 
world. express my support for the celebration of Lith-

This resolution calls, on a global basis, for uanian Independence Day. I hope my col
increased assistance to developing nations to leagues will join me in paying tribute to a 
overcome hunger and poverty, to ensure sus- proud people and their heroic struggle for in
tainable development, and to promote human dependence. 
rights and the people's participation in the po- This day is a symbol of hope for all Lithua
litical decisions affecting them. It reflects nian Americans and for those who continue 
some of the concerns of the Hunger Commit- the independence crusade in Lithuania. Their 
tee's International Task Force which has efforts and hopes have earned the admiration 
begun to scrutinize the AID budget and its pri- and recognition of the American people. 
orities to determine the extent to which they After hundreds of years of unstable govern
adequately address the problems of food pro- · ments and domination by Poland, Russia, and 
duction, hunger and malnutrition, and primary Germany, the Lithuanian Council declared the 
health care and child survival. country an independence state in 1918. 

Mr. Speaker, my own view is that the har- Despite a peace treaty between Lithuania 
vest of peace resolution is not only worthy of and Russia signed on July 12, 1920, proclaim
our support today, but should be kept before ing the nation independent, the Lithuanian 
us tomorrow and in the months ahead as a people once again found themselves under 
guide for reordering our national priorities. Russian rule in 1940 when the Soviet Union 
Eliminating hunger must always head our annexed Lithuanian as a constituent Republic 
agenda. of the U.S.S.R. 

FRANCES ROSSMAN 

HON. BILL SCHUETTE 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. SCHUETIE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 

recognize Frances Rossman, who has served 
as the executive secretary of the Home Life 
Department of the Veterans of Foreign Wars 
National Home in Eaton Rapids, Ml, for 40 
years. 

The Veterans of Foreign Wars National 
Home which is a complex of 36 cottages that 
provide living quarters to the children and 
single parent families of deceased and dis
abled U.S. veterans. It is the only one of its 
kind in the country. Frances Rossman has 
been an intricate factor in the success of this 
unique and valuable service to the veterans of 
our country. 

Frances, who started working for the VFW 
in 1949 as a typist, has made many contribu
tions to the VFW. In her 40 years of service, 
during which she has seen 8 executive direc
tors, 1 ,462 children, and a host of other 
people, she has remained the one constant at 
the national home. 

Continuing its noble fight for human free
dom, the Lithuanian Communist Party voted 
December 20 to become independent from 
Moscow in defiance by warnings by Mikhail 
Gorbachev and the Soviet Politburo. 

Prodemocracy changes sweeping the Baltic 
region are especially visible in Lithuanian as 
historic elections are scheduled to take place 
February 24. 

I am honored to represent the many Lithua
nians in the Third Congressional District of 
Maryland. I know they will continue their inde
pendence fight, and I am proud to join them 
by marking this very important day. 

TRIBUTE TO D.W. "BUD" 
RICHARDS AND ALLAN EWING 

HON. JAMES A. TRAFICANT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 
to pay tribute to D.W. "Bud" Richards and 
Allan Ewing of my 17th Congressional District 
of Ohio, both of whom are retiring from their 
respective positions in the Canfield School 
District. 
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Mr. Richards is retiring after 40 years as the 

director of transportation from the school dis
trict and is a life-long resident of Canfield, OH. 
After graduating from Canfield High School, 
Bud entered the Army and was stationed in 
West Germany. In 1956, he received an hon
orable discharge. He and his wife Barbara 
have two sons, Dan and Mike, as well as two 
grandsons. 

Mr. Ewing is retiring after 25 years as the 
bus mechanic for the Canfield School District. 
Like Mr. Richards, Allan grew up in Canfield 
and attended Canfield schools. Mr. Ewing is 
an army veteran who received an honorable 
discharge in 1956. He and his wife, Esther, 
have two sons, Bill and Tom, and a daughter, 
Amy. The Ewings have five grandchildren. 

Mr. Richards and Mr. Ewing have a com
bined 65 years of service to the Canfield 
School District. They are dedicated and de
pendable employees who have given much to 
the Canfield school system. Both men will be 
greatly missed by the students, faculty, and 
administration of the Canfield School District. 

Both of these dedicated men have given 
much to their community, especially to the 
young people of the Canfield schools. I am 
truly honored to represent two such outstand
ing individuals. 

COMMEMORATING THE 40TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF ANNAPOLIS' 
LOCAL RADIO STATION WNAV
AM 

HON. C. THOMAS McMILLEN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland. Mr. Speaker, I 
rise today to recognize the 40th anniversary of 
a special institution in the city of Annapolis. 
This month local radio station WNAV-AM 
celebrated its 40th anniversary, signifiying four 
decades of service and companiionship to An
napolis and Anne Arundel County. 

For most of its operation, WNAV-AM has 
been associated with the U.S. Naval Academy 
in Annapolis. For 30 years, it has been the 
flagship radio station for Navy sports, supply
ing service to many other stations around the 
Nation. It has also been a constant compan
ion and servant to the community, concentrat
ing on public affairs programming. The station 
has annually covered on live radio the open
ing of Maryland's General Assembly. It also 
runs regular programs devoted to government 
activities and has faithfully covered State and 
city election results. 

In addition, the personnel of WNAV-AM 
have worked with local charities and utilized 
the resources of the station to promote many 
worthy causes in our community. On its 40th 
anniversary, I congratulate WNAV-AM and its 
owner, Jacob Kinstein, on their many years of 
achievement and commitment to excellence in 
broadcasting. 
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A TRIBUTE TO SRI CHINMOY 

HON. RONALD K. MACHTLEY 
OF RHODE ISLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 
to pay tribute to a man truly dedicated to 
world peace, Sri Chinmoy. 

Sri Chinmoy is referred to as the "Twentieth 
Century's First Global Man" for his tireless ef
forts for world peace and global harmony 
among all the people of the world. Through 
his endeavors in fields such as literature, the 
arts, music, and athletics, Sri Chinmoy has 
been recognized for his powerful and inspira
tional message of personal reconciliation. 

In addition, Sri Chinmoy has over 750 writ
ten works and is an internationally recognized 
musician and athlete. Sri Chinmoy has found
ed the worldwide Sri Chinmoy Centers, which 
promote world peace through inner peace and 
meditation. 

I would like to express my support to Sri 
Chinrlioy for his ceaseless efforts on behalf of 
world peace. His dedication to world peace is 
remarkable and Sri Chinmoy deserves recog
nition as he strives to inspire others to live in 
harmony. 

INTRODUCTION OF LEGISLA
TION TO ALLOW STATES TO 
ACQUIRE USED FEDERAL 
PROPERTY BEFORE FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS 

HON. NICK JOE RAHALL II 
OF WEST VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Speaker, today I am intro
ducing legislation to allow States to acquire 
used Federal property, before foreign govern
ments. Unfortunately, under current law, the 
Secretary of Defense has the authority to pro
vide choice Federal property, no longer 
needed by DOD, to foreign governments 
before other Federal departments and agen
cies or States have the opportunity to utilize it. 

Under the Federal Property and Administra
tive Services Act of 1949 as amended, when 
property is determined to be excess, or no 
longer required by the Federal agency which 
owns the property, it is screened by other 
Federal agencies for possible use. Once it is 
no longer required by the Federal Govern
ment, it becomes surplus, and may be donat
ed to State agencies for distribution to local 
governments, nonprofit educational or public 
health institutions, medical institutions, hospi
tals, clinics, health centers, schools, colleges, 
universities, schools for the mentally retarded, 
schools for the physically handicapped, child 
care centers, and other such institutions. 

The purpose of this distribution is to extend 
the use of property paid for by the U.S. tax
payer to promote conservation, economic de
velopment, education, the development of 
parks and recreation, public health and public 
safety. Unfortunately, before much of this 
property is made available to other Federal 
departments and agencies as excess, much 
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less to States as surplus, it is diverted for use 
by foreign governments. 

An amendment to the Fiscal Year 1986 De
fense Authorization Act authorized the Secre
tary of Defense to make available for humani
tarian relief purposes any nonlethal excess 
property of the Department of Defense. Such 
property is then transferred to the Department 
of State for foreign distribution. 

To date, I have been unsuccessful in ob
taining annual reports on the disposition of all 
excess property transferred under this author
ity by DOD. According to a December 15, 
1989, factshcet, the General Services Admin
istration has also had significant difficulty de
termining the amounts of excess property 
transferred to the Humanitarian Assistance 
Program. According to the factsheet, "the only 
summary data which we have been able to 
obtain are * * * figures that were informally 
furnished by the Defense Logistics Agency." 
These figures show that between fiscal year 
1986 and fiscal year 1989, 56,936 line items 
were transferred at an acquisition cost of 
$50,553,108, and that the amount transferred 
has steadily increased each year. 

The factsheet also reveals that not only has 
the amount of property transferred under this 
authority increased, but the number · of coun
tries receiving the property has increased. Ac
cording to GSA, when DOD initially received 
the authority, property was transferred mainly 
in Afghanistan and Cambodia. More recently, 
however, excess DOD property has been 
transferred to Bangladesh, Paraguay, Argenti
na, Gambia, Chad, Soviet Armenia, El Salva
dor, Panama, Equatorial Guinea, Liberia, Uru
guay, North Yemen, Sao Tome, Sierra Leone, 
and the Philippines. Such property has includ
ed jackets, blankets, medical supplies, trucks, 
front loaders, graders, and construction equip
ment. 

As a result, State agencies charged with 
distributing Federal surplus property have 
complained that much of the choice property 
is removed from the process before they have 
the ability to acquire it. I beleive that this prop
erty should be fully utilized at home, to ad
dress our needs, before it is made available to 
others. My bill simply repeals the authority 
provided the Secretary of Defense to make 
available excess property for foreign distribu
tion, and makes surplus property available for 
foreign humanitarian assistance only after all 
eligible domestic entities have had the ability 
to acquire and utilize the property. 

I urge my colleagues, who believe as I do 
that U.S. taxpayers should have the ability to 
fully benefit from the property they purchase 
before any foreign government may benefit, to 
cosponsor my bill. 

IF CONGRESS CAN'T CUT 
THIS ... 

HON. BARNEY FRANK 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. FRANK. Mr. Speaker, one of the more 
dubious proposed expenditures of scarce Fed
eral resources is the pending expansion of the 
ground wave emergency network-series of 
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towers that are intended to help us fight a nu
clear war after the initial attacks. I believe that 
the United States continues to have a need 
for a reasonable nuclear deterrent, but the 
case for this expansion of the GWEN system, 
which was always shaky, has become even 
more so in light of the changed events in the 
world. One need not believe the Mikhail Gor
bachev is a secret member of the American 
Friends Service Committee to understand that 
fundamental changes are taking place in the 
Soviet Union as a matter of economic neces
sity which allow us not to disarm unilaterally, 
but to reduce the level of expenditures on our 
deterrent. 

These proposed new towers are not only 
expensive; in many cases they will be environ
mentally damaging. Air Force proposals to 
extend this system in some location in South
eastern Massachusetts or Rhode Island have 
caused legitimate concern by residents of that 
area who fear for the environmental disruption 
that these towers will inevitably produce. And, 
unfortunately, the Federal Environmental Pro
tection Administration has proven unwilling to 
act in defense of the citizens against this 
threat to their environment. 

Mr. Speaker, the accompanying article from 
the New York Times by Ronald Fraser makes 
a very cogent case against the continuation of 

· this expenditure, which is both wasteful and 
environmentally unsound. I hope that the 
President will heed this suggestion and put 
these plans on hold, and I hope that, no 
matter what he does, we will act in the budget 
that will be before us this spring to prevent 
the extension of this unnecessary and disrup
tive system. 

[From the New York Times] 
IF CoNGREss CAN'T CuT THIS .. 

<By Ronald Fraser) 
WASHINGTON.-As Congress takes up 

debate on the Pentagon budget, the mem
bers should think a moment about the con
fused people in Chelsea, Wis., Lovingston, 
Va., and dozens of other communities. 
These people are having trouble squaring 
the apparent end of the cold war with the 
Air Force's continuing preparations for a re
taliatory nuclear strike. 

They can't quite reconcile 300-foot-high 
military towers sprouting in their backyards 
with President Bush's expressions of sympa
thy for Mikhail Gorbachev's political plight. 
Nor can they reconcile the towers with a 
recent proposal by Secretary of Defense 
Dick Cheney; the recommendation-quickly 
rejected by Mr. Bush-was to ground the 
President's airborne command center be
cause the likelihood of a Soviet sneak attack 
is so remote. 

Known as the ground wave emergency 
network, the Air Force program consists of 
a two-part network of relay towers stretch
ing from Maine to California. The towers 
are designed to survive electromagnetic
pulse disruptions during the first 15 min
utes of a Soviet nuclear sneak attack. If the 
primary military channels to Air Force 
land-based missiles and nuclear-armed 
bombers were cut, it would serve as a 
backup means to transmit Pentagon retalia
tion attack orders. 

The network symbolizes the fate of many 
yet-to-be-built 80's-era weapons that, in 
Pentagonese, have been overtaken by 
events." When these weapons were con
ceived, the Evil Empire was expected to last 
well into the next century. 
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If Congress is truly looking to carve out a 

"peace dividend" from the military budget, 
it might start here, with these small, often
overlooked programs. After that, it might be 
easier to extend the same logic to the larger 
weapons systems, such as the B-2 bomber 
and the Strategic Defense Initiative, which 
account for a much greater share of mili
tary spending. 

The ground wave emergency network is 
rooted in President Ronald Reagan's 1981 
National Security Decision Directive 12, 
which calls for a communications system 
that could survive a nuclear attack. A crude 
stop-gap measure, the network is to be re
placed by a sophisticated satellite communi
cations system in the late 1990's. 

The Air Force is only now completing the 
first phase, a self-contained 56-tower net
work linking the Pentagon to bomber and 
missile command centers. The second phase, 
consisting of 40 more relay towers, is still on 
the drawing board. 

People living in the shadow of the pro
posed second-phase towers wonder why, 
with peace breaking out across Europe, the 
Air Force needs 40 more towers. The Air 
Force's response: for insurance, in case an 
enemy destroys some of the first 56. 

Actually, how many towers are enough 
was never resovled. In hearings before Con
gress in 1983, Donald Latham, then the As
sistant Secretary of Defense of Command, 
Control and Communications, put the issue 
this way, in typical bureaucratese: 

"How much survivability do you want to 
buy? ... We can cover and get connectivity 
across the continental United States with 
about 45 nodes [towers]. But that is not 
enough if I really look at cutting up this 
network with a few weapons or a few terror
ist attacks. . . . How many nodes do you 
want in order to give you absolute assur
ance? I don't know the right answer to that. 
It is some number more than 45 and less 
than 500." 

If Mr. Latham couldn't decide how many 
towers are enough while the cold war was 
still hot, how can the Air Force know the 
right number in this new postwar era? Un
certainty abounds. No one really knows 
whether an electromagnetic impulse would 
be a big problem or not in a nuclear war. So 
the value of the towers will always be specu
lative. 

Besides, even if the impulse did temporari
ly disrupt communications with U.S. bomb
ers and land-based missiles, that would 
hardly leave us defenseless. The President 
could retaliate with the 3,000 nuclear war
heads aboard the 20 or so submarines we 
keep at sea at all times. These subs are in
vulnerable to Soviet attacks, and most ex
perts agree that a few thousand surviving 
warheads would deter a first strike by the 
Soviet Union. 

Yet, the Air Force persists in upseting one 
community after another in its search for 
sites for the next 40 towers. And the illogic 
is stunning. Officials insist the towers are 
essential to U.S. security, even as current 
events descredit this rationale. Then they 
turn around and tell local folks not to 
worry, the chances are slim that this critical 
communications system would become a 
target for Soviet missiles in an all-out war. 
The people living near the towers are not so 
sure. 

At $1.1 million a tower, the program is 
small potatoes compared with other too
late-for-the-war weapons, like the B·-2 
bombers, at $530 million apiece. But far 
more than money is at stake here. In any 
bureaucracy, momentum tends to keep pro-
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grams going long after they have lost their 
reason for being. 

Now that our need for a big insurance 
policy to retaliate against a Sov;_et sneak 
attack is on a downward slide, what should 
become of the half-finished communications 
system? 

Why not put the last 40 towers on hold, 
leaving the 56-tower system in place and 
ready to use, if needed? Why not wait and 
see if the $60 million insurance policy is 
really needed? 

The real challenge posed by this program 
is plain. Congress needs to display the 
common sense to cancel a small, interim 
cold war insurance policy that has been 
overcome by events. If it can't do that, what 
are the chances that it will create a real 
peace dividend by halting the more costly 
cold war weapons that we no longer need? 

WELCOME TO OUR NEWLY 
NATURALIZED CITIZENS 

HON. BENJAMIN A. GILMAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. GIL.MAN. Mr. Speaker, it is with sincere 
pleasure that I congratulate the residents of 
New York's 22d Congressional District who 
have chosen to become citizens of the United 
States with all the privileges, freedoms, and 
responsibilities that American citizenship en
tails. 

Our beautiful Hudson Valley region in New 
York State is proud of its newest citizens, and 
I invite my colleagues to join me in welcoming 
the following newly naturalized Americans and 
extending to them our best wishes for a happy 
and prosperous life in their new homeland: 

Mr. Suat Abaci, Ms. Cecilia Abreau, Ms. 
Marianne Acuzar, Ms. Carole Adolphe, Ms. 
Lourdes Aguiar, Ms. Dorothy Aiken, Anu 
Ailawadhi, Ms. Edna Alcantara, Mr. Jose Al
casid. 

Ms. Evelyn Alcruz, Mr. Winston Alcruz, 
Ms. Susan Alexander, Mr. George Aliermo, 
Ms. Helena Allalouf, Mr. Jorge Alvaran, Mr. 
Carlo Alzapiedi, Ms. Gerta Ambrozek, Mr. 
Santo Amodeo. 

Mr. Paulo Ampil, Mrs. Zenaida Ampil, Mr. 
Arkady Aptekarev, Ms. Lyudmila Aptekarev, 
Ms. Zeba Asif, France Assad, Ms. Nadie 
Atsime, Ms. Shirley Avila, Mr. Richard 
Bach. 

Mr. Sederro Balthazar, Mr. Ramon Bare
Rodriquez, Ms. Helen Bark, Mr. Nigel Bark, 
Mr. Mordechai Barouk, Ms. Mania Baruch, 
Mrs. Cana Basat-Colon, Mr. Desmond 
Baxter, Ms. Esther Beckman. 

Mr. Shlamo Bello, Ms. Marie Belotte, Ms. 
Maria Berrios, Ms. Eveline Bigard, Mr. Josef 
Boeni, Mr. Errol Bandoo, Ms. Matilda 
Bansu, Ms. Teresa Bonvino, Mr. Jean 
Bright. 

Ms. Susan Buencamino, Ms. Ana Luisa 
Bueno, Mr. Jose Bueno, Mr. Loc Bui, Ms. 
Vinita Buivan, Mr. Farozan Butt, Ms. 
Yvrose Cabraie, Ms. Judith Caducio, Ms. 
Benita Cafaro. 

Mr. Javier Cafaro, Mr. Cezar Calingo, Ms. 
Rolande Carenard, Ms. Viviana Castillo, Ms. 
Violet Chambers, Mr. Eric Kin Chan, Mr. 
Phal Kun Chan, Lan Ying Chang, Mr. Satya 
Charka. 

Ms. Leriota Charles, Mr. Sheng-Chang 
Cheng, Ms. Auguste Cherimond, Ms. Robin 
Chi, Mr. Esar Chickrie, Ms. Jennifer Chihl-
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ing, Ms. Daniele Chiti, Ms. Ching-Fang Chu, 
Jey-Chin Chu. 

Ms. Helen Chu Ho, Ms. Evelyne Cilius, 
Jean Colas, Ms. Evelyn B. Concepcion, Mr. 
James Connolly, Ms. Ramona Cordero, Mrs. 
Vilma Coton, Ms. Marie Cotter, Ms. Rita 
Cruz. 

Mr. Luis Cueto, Mr. Jacinto Curato, Mr. 
Jose Da Silva, Ms. Sharon Darling, Mr. 
Francisco De La Cruz, Ms. Christine De La 
Toye, Mr. Maximo De Las Santos, Ms. Ester 
De Lean, Mr. Peter DeSimone. 

Mrs. Chaya Deutsch, Mr. Salamon 
Deutsch, Mr. Sircos Dilbehbahani, Mr. Paul 
Dolne, Ms. Ana Dominguez, Mr. Reinaldo 
Dominguez, Ms. Margaret Donaghy, Mr. 
Pierre Dorante, Mr. Kirk Douglas. 

Mr. Jean Duroseau, Ms. Yosi Efat, Mrs. 
Sullyte Elie, Ms. Veronica Fabella, Ms. Car
line Fabre, Ms. Ester Fabre, Mr. Catalino 
Fernandez, Ms. Theresa Fernandez, Mr. 
Jose Figueiredo. 

Mrs. Rachel Fischer, Mrs. Soheir Flana
gan, Ms. Marie Francois, Mr. Itzhak Fried
lander, Ms. Marie Gabriel, Mr. Harry Gani, 
Ms. Olive Gant, Ner Garcia, Mr. Proceso 
Garcia. 

Ms. Sonia Garcia, Mr. Shmuel Gefner, Ms. 
Saramma George, Mr. Joseph Germain, Ms. 
Maude Germain, Mr. Yonathan Gev, Ms. 
Despina Giannopoulos, Mr. Marino Giraldo
Lopez, Ms. Maria Gjelaj. 

Mrs. Carmen Glasgow, Mr. Pinchas Glau
ber, Mrs. Eun Goes, Awilda Gamez, Ms. 
Brenda Gamez, Ms. Nanci Gomez, Mr. Rich
ard Gomez, Mr. Angel Gonzalez, Mr. Anto
nio Gonzalez. 

Ms. Edna Greenwald, Mr. J erzy Gruca, 
Ms. Krystyna Gruca, Ms. Anastacia Guma
bon, Mr. Moshe Guttman, Mr. Khalil 
Hammid, Ms. Leyla Hashtroudian, Mrs. 
Ethel Held, Eulen Hernandez. 

Mrs. Vilma Herskovits, Malka Herskowitz, 
Mrs. Cecilia Hilaire, Mr. Claudio Hilario, 
Ms. Gloria Holzer, Ms. Suparana Hora, Mr. 
Danny Hosty, Mr. Chao-Ching Hsiung, 
Thong Huynh. 

Mrs. Linda Inthirath, Mr. Sam Inthirath, 
Mr. Ouseph Jacob, Mr. Serge Jean-Baptiste, 
Ms. Sonia Jean-Marc, Ms. Willia Jean-Marc, 
Ms. Mariamma John, Mr. Thomas John, De
vaise Joseph. 

Ms. Jeanne Joseph, Jolly Joseph, Ms. 
Martine Joseph, Mr. Valbecentz Joseph, Mr. 
Jean Fritz Julien, Mr. Zaven Kacherian, Mr. 
Ahmed Kamel, Mr. Alexander Keorasmey, 
Ms. Stephanie Keorasmey. 

Ms. Miriam Kessler, Ms. Rosemary M. 
Khoury, Mr. Peter Kim, Sung Tai Kim, Mr. 
Israel Kin-Soibelman, Mr. Meir Klein, Ms. 
Helga Klepin, Mr. Rudi Klepin, Ms. Lily 
Knobler. 

Mr. Richard Knobler, Ms. Zenia Konson, 
Ms. Irene Kovacs, Ms. Sharley Ku, Ms. Ne
chama Kugielski, Young Cheon Kwon. Ms. 
Kerline Labert, Mr. Alberto Laboriel-Sam
bula, Ms. Evelyn Lacson. 

Mrs. Chau-Kwan Lai, Ms. Madeline Lale
zari, Mr. Gerardo Lalinde, Mr. Nikolaos 
Lambridis, Mr. Yun Hung Lau, Ms. Fraide 
Lebowitz, Mr. Janos Lecei, Ms. Nadezda 
Lecei, Mr. Benjamin Lee. 

Mr. David Lee, Mr. James Lee, Mr. Paulo 
Leite, Ms. Esther Levy, Ms. Sara Lima, Ms. 
Susan Lin, Benissoit Lindor, Ms. Hyacinth 
Lochan, Mr. Germaine Loiseau. 

Mr. Alfredo Loo, Mr. Volfang Lopez, Mr. 
Milagros Lorico, Mr. Renald Louis, Ms. Ro
saleen Lynch, Mr. Walter Maguina, Sand
hya Malhotra, Mr. Johanan Mansour, 
Maxane Marcel. 

Ms. Winklett Marcellus, Ms. Mariana 
Marin, Mr. Edgar Marquez, Ms. Opal Marri
ott, Mr. Carlos Martinez, Mr. Braulio Marti-
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nez-Lopez, Ms. Omana Mathew, Ms. Gloria 
McCannon, Mr. Victor Mercado. 

Mrs. Melody Mikulewicz, Mr. Joseph 
Milien, Ms. Maria Millas, Mr. Walter Miller, 
Mr. Joseph Moise, Mr. Theodore Monchok, 
Mr. Robert Mondestin, Ms. Carmen Mon
santo, Ms. Isaura Montano. 

Ms. Ann-Marie Montilus, Mr. Peter Morin, 
Mr. Pierre Morin, Mr. Alireza Naghizadeh, 
Mr. Edward Nakkache, Mr. Maurice Nasral
lah, Mr. Tawab Nassary, Mr. Ricardo Na
varro, Mr. Michael Nembhard. 

Mr. Tien Nghe, Khuong Nguyen, Ms. Kim 
Nguyen, Son Van Nguyen, Ms. Alberta Nico
las, Ms. Natalia Oancea, Mr. Arthur Oleszc
zuk, Ms. Regina Orberta, Ms. Isabelita 
Ortiz. 

Ms. Cecilia Palacios-Castillo, Mr. Angelo 
Palmiotto, Mr. Yunsil Park, Mr. Hiteshku
mar Patel, Mr. Jayshree Patel, Satish Patel, 
Mr. Cantave Paul, Jean Cetal Paul, Ms. 
Sophal Pen-Var. 

Mr. Edward Penso, Ms. Ana Pequero, Ms. 
Josefina Peralta, Mr. Raju Peringattupar
ampil, Ms. Nechama Perl, Mr. Jorge Pertie, 
Trinh Pham, Mr. Herve Philippe, Ms. 
Myriam Pierre. 

Mr. Raymond Pierre-Michel, Mr. Artur 
Pietruck, Mr. Joaquim Pires, Arkady Plot
kin, Ms. Luba Plotkin, Ms. Romualda Pluta, 
Mr. Gus Politis, Mr. Dominador Suriba Pon
sades, Teofila Ponsades. 

Edvika Popilskis, Ms. Sulli Popilskis, Ms. 
Helene Prestigiacomo, Mr. Shaul Prizant, 
Hoang Quan, Mr. Lourdes Quezada, Mr. 
Stanley Ramos, Mr. Christian Rauch, Mr. 
Vera Renner. 

Ms. Ileana Reyes, Mr. Juan Reyes, Ms. 
Elena Rifkin, Ms. Gloria Rinciari, Mrs. 
Amalia Rivera, Ms. Icilda Robinson, Ms. 
Frida Roc, Ms. Marie Roche, Mr. Victor 
Rodriguez. 

Mr. Marco Rosado, Ms. Norma Ross, Mr. 
Yitzchak Roth, Ms. Suzanne Rousseau, Mr. 
Fernando Rubiano, Ms. Patricia Ruffini, 
Ms. Wendy Ruoff, Ms. Leila Rusin, Mr. 
Afsar Sachi-Kocher. 

Mr. Mohamed Sadik, Mr. Rajesh Saggi, 
Mr. Michel Saint-Cloud, Mr. Jean Salvant, 
Ms. Clarita Samala, Mr. Romeo Samala, 
Mrs. Yite Samet, Ms. Nancy Sanchez, Mr. 
Jimmy Santos. 

Mr. Jacob Schechter, Mr. Herman 
Schmid, Mr. Isaac Schwartz, Ms. Mavis 
Schwartz, Vartouhy Semerjian, Jean Sena
tus, Mr. Vinod Shah, Ms. Avinash Sharma, 
Shalhevet Shaulov. 

Ms. Larisa Sheynin, Mr. Joseph Shoer, 
Ms. Gloria Shugar, Mr. Daniel Sigal, Ms. 
Mira Sigal, Mr. Chaim Sofer, Nadereh Sotu
deh, Mr. Israel Spielman, Ms. Latha Srid
haran. 

Ms. Jane St. Ana, Mr. Antonios Stavridis, 
Mr. Josef Stemplinger, Ms. Maria Stem
plinger, Mr. Abraham Stern, Ms. Jarmila 
Stransky, Mr. Rudolf Sulgan, Ms. Maria Su
mallo, Mr. Neil Sutton. 

Mr. William Sweeney, Mr. Jero Szvetecz, 
Ms. Della Tabaco, Ms. Maria Tapia, Mr. 
Paulino Tapia, Ms. Caroline Tapley, Mr. 
Nikola Telesmanic, Inger Terzakis, Mr. Jose 
Thomas. 

Ms. Minete Thomas, Ms. Edith Thomp
son, Ms. Nyheidy Thompson, Mr. Augustin 
Torchon, Ms. Diane Torres-Gaviria, Mrs. 
Jayne Traina, Mr. Goddy Ugorji, Ms. 
Yvonne Ung, Mr. Csaba Vadasz. 

Ms. Ilona Vadasz, Mr. Aresky Valdes, Mr. 
Sam Var, Ms. Joseph Vargas, Ms. Rosamma 
Varughese, Renate Vehse, Mr. Marcelo Ver
gara, Mrs. Anne Vitello, Vasile Voiculescu. 

Mr. David Anthony White, Mrs. Inge 
Wingen, Mr. Walter Witczak, Mr. Kwok
Chuen Wong, Mrs. Wen-Chen Wong, Mrs. 
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Yuk-Yin Wong, Mr. Yosef Wosner, Ms. 
Aldith Wright, Mr. Harry Xiao. 

Mr. Meir Yafat, Huei-Fen Yang, Tawju 
Youn, Ms. Khaleda Zaman, Mr. Leon Zee, 
Mr. John Zervakis, Ms. Golda Zieg, Ms. Bev
erly Ziegler, Mr. John Ziemis, Mr. Behrooz 
Zivari, Ms. Schayla Zivari, Ms. Rachell de 
Platz. 

JIM McGUIRE 

HON. BILL SCHUETIE 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. SCHUETIE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in 
recognition of Jim McGuire, of Cadillac, MI. 

Mr. McGuire, who has been the general 
manager of McGuire's Resort in Cadillac since 
1977, was named Michigan Hotelier of the 
Year in 1989. He received this award for his 
service, leadership, and exemplary profession
alism in the Michigan lodging industry, as well 
as for his outstanding and numerous contribu
tions to the community. 

Mr. McGuire is a member of the Kiwanis 
Club, the West Michigan Tourist Association, 
the Cadillac Area Chamber of Commerce, and 
the Ferris State University Hospitality Advisory 
Board. 

This past summer Mr. McGuire was also se
lected by the Office of Service to the Aging to 
receive it's "Distinguished Employer of the 
Year" award for his commitment and dedica
tion to employing older workers. Jim McGuire 
is truly an asset to the State of Michigan and 
he makes living in, and visiting, Michigan more 
enjoyable. 

THE PRESENT STATE OF 
AFFAIRS IN ROMANIA 

HON. JAMES A. TRAFICANT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 

because I am concerned about the present 
state of affairs in Romania. After the Decem
ber revolution, the National Salvation Front 
[NSF] took control of Romania as the interim 
government. The Front pledged that it would 
stay out of politics after it had guided the Ro
manian people toward free and fair elections. 
Yet, on January 23, the Front announced its 
intention to run candidates in the upcoming 
national elections. 

Other actions taken by the NSF include 
cancelling a January 28 national referendum 
to outlaw the communist party and banning all 
spontaneous demonstrations and threatening 
protesters with jail sentence of 15 to 30 days 
and stiff fines. 

Despite the Front's avowal to allow 29 other 
political parties to participate in a coalition 
government until the national elections, it has 
practically guaranteed its domination of the 
coalition through its gerrymandering of seats. 
Half of the seats in the new 180-member coa-

. lition will go to the 30 political parties-each 
having 3 representatives, 42 will go to a repre
sentative from each county, and 48 will go to 
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chosen individual members. If many of the re
gional and individual seats are filled by mem
bers of the Front's regional and national com
mittees, it will retain considerable control of 
the coalition. One theory, to which we must 
give serious consideration, expresses the 
belief that the NSF has loaded up some of the 
other 29 political parties with its communist 
clones. They are masquerading under a sepa
rate banner, so that the Communists will gain 
a majority of the seats in the coalition. Such 
tactics by Communist parties across the world 
are not without precedent. 

The Front has announced that national 
elections will be held on May 20, which will 
give it an insurmountable advantage if it par
ticipates as a political party because it con
trols the security forces, administrative organs, 
and media in Romania. Political parties that 
have just emerged from obscurity will have no 
time to organize an effective platform or strat
egy since the elections are being held at such 
an early date. 

Mr. Speaker, this week I will introduce a bill 
that will express the sense of Congress that 
the President send a United States delegation 
to Romania to monitor the national elections 
to ensure that they are fair and free. I urge my 
colleagues to support me in this endeavor. I 
submit the testimony of Andrei Calciu, son of 
the famous Romanian freedom fighter, Father 
Gheorghe Calciu, who recently spent 2 weeks 
in Romania, studying the situation there. His 
testimony reveals that the NSF is more con
cerned with hanging onto power than with the 
wishes of the Romanian people. It demon
strates why the United States must do every
thing in its power to ensure that all political 
parties get a fair shake at winning the national 
elections. 

NATIONAL STUDENT-ATHLETE 
DAY 

HON. C. THOMAS McMILLEN 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland. Mr. Speaker, I 

have introduced legislation to designate April 
6, 1990, as "National Student-Athlete Day." I 
believe the time has come to draw attention 
to student athletes and attempt to bring into 
balance academics and sports. 

Unfortunately, we have let the imbalance 
between sports and academics go on for too 
long. It's time to gain a proper perspective on 
our priorities. When we sacrifice our educa
tional principles on the altar of competitive 
sports, we do more than ruin the life of a 
young man or woman. We send a signal to all 
young people that thinking skills are less im
portant than athletic skills. And in today's 
competitive world marketplace, that is not the 
message the United States should be send
ing. The commemoration of this day will dem
onstrate the House's support of a proper bal
ance between athletics and education. 

A broad observance of National Student
Athlete Day will help educators promote the 
role of sports within education and emphasize 
the need for a balance between school and 
sports. Special programs are being planned in 
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some States for the day that include profes
sional athletes, who have returned to college 
to complete their degree, speaking about the 
importance of an education. 

I ask that my colleagues support this meas
ure and promote the spirit of this bill to their 
young constituents. 

NEWPORT COUNTY COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
HONORED 

HON. RONALD K. MACHTLEY 
OF RHODE ISLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today 
to honor the Newport County Community 
Mental Health Center and its executive direc
tor, Mr. Bud Cicilline. 

The Newport County Community Mental 
Health Center is a community-based agency 
that offers a wide range of mental health serv
ices to the citizens of Rhode Island. Founded 
in 1964, the center has continually expanded 
its services and programs for the community. 
Among the center's accomplishments are 
Rhode Island's first federally funded compre
hensive community mental health center. In 
1985, the center created the McKinney Shel
ter for the Homeless, the Nation's first pro
gram for the homeless and mentally ill. In the 
shelter's early days, only a dozen people were 
able to receive help but through the hard work 
of the staff the facilities have been expanded 
to accommodate more homeless people. The 
center has also more recently created an out
standing program for children who suffer from 
emotional illness. 

On behalf of the people of Rhode Island, I 
would like to thank the staff of the Newport 
County Community Mental Health Center and 
Mr. Cicilline for their years of service to the 
people of our State. Their commitment to 
helping their fellow man is an inspiration to us 
all. 

MILITARY AID TO EL SALVADOR 

HON.GLENNM.ANDERSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I believe 

today that it is time to reevaluate our policy in 
El Salvador. A decade has gone by and bil
lions of dollars have been spent in the effort 
to establish a democracy in that war torn 
country. Once more, we are confronted with 
funding a government whose military is admit
tedly involved in the murder of civilians. Once 
more, we must ask ourselves the tough ques
tion of whether it is right to provide U.S. tax 
dollars to a death squad supporting military 
fighting an equally violent leftist guerrilla 
group. We long for a democracy in El Salva
dor. So, while our cause is noble, the means 
to that end appear questionable. 

We have tried to turn the Salvadoran mili
tary into a force capable enough to defeat the 
FMLN guerrilla movement. I will have to say 
that effort has not succeeded. While the 
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recent FMLN offensive was a failure, it still 
demonstrated that the FMLN continues to 
grow in strength. But worse than our failure to 
achieve our military goals is the fact that we 
have created a monster in the process. The 
military, supplanting the oligarchy, has 
become the dominant political player. Corrup
tion runs rampant, with nonexistent soldiers 
receiving pay and officers running extortion 
rackets. 

We have given the military guns and heli
copters, but not taught the responsibility those 
weapons imply. We have given bullets without 
an accompanying sense of democratic duty 
and values. The United States created Salva
doran military is a monster because its ends 
are only to see itself stronger and more pow
erful. We hope for a democracy, with armed 
services who will be that democracies protec
tor. What we get is a military seeking only to 
protect itself. 

While our intentions in El Salvador are 
good, the means defeat the purpose. Support 
for the FMLN will disappear when civilians can 
look to the military for support, not repression. 
I hope that in the upcoming session we will 
listen to our past promises of restricting aid if 
the military does not reform. Or else, I fear 
that the killing of nuns and Jesuits, opposition 
candidates and labor organizers, of peasants 
and merchants will continue. Our constituents 
support democracy, but not the way we are 
trying to achieve it. The Salvadoran military 
must know that the American people and their 
elected government will not stand for the kill
ing of civilians and political opponents. 

FOURTH ANNUAL BLACK ENGI
NEER OF THE YEAR AWARDS 

HON. KWEISI MFUME 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. MFUME. Mr. Speaker, today I again pay 

tribute to the annual Black Engineer of the 
Year awards. On February 24, 1990, the 
fourth Annual Black Engineer of the Year 
awards conference · will take place in Balti
more, MD, to recognize the significant contri
butions that black engineers have made, and 
continue to make, to this ever-challenging pro
fesssion. 

It is most fitting that during Black History 
Month, the annual awards will take place and 
recognize, as well as document, the contribu
tions of blacks in education, science, engi
neering, and technology. Such recognition can 
also inspire and direct more students toward a 
career in the exciting field of engineering. 

Career Communications Group, Inc.-pub
lishers of U.S. Black Engineer magazine
along with Mobil Corp., the Council of Engi
neering Deans of historically black colleges 
and university, and the 1990 selection com
mittee have proudly announced the winners 
for this year, and I am pleased to pay tribute 
to the following Black Engineer of the Year 
Award winners for 1990: 

Black Engineer of the Year: Arlington 
Carter, Jr. 

Affirmative Action: Brig. Gen. Ernest J. Har
rell 
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Most Promising Engineer: Dr. Victor R. 

McCrary, Craig Warmack 
Promotion of Higher Education: Dr. Alan 

Letton, Dr. Carolyn W. Meyers 
Community Service: Stanley Y. Coleman, 

Linda D. Blanchard 
Professional Achievement: Brig. Gen. Ray

mond McMillan, Napoleon Hornbuckle 
Student Leadership: Midshipmen Duane 

Jubert, Vanessa Ong 
Outstanding Technical Contribution: Dr. 

Joseph G. Gordon II, Cmdr. Osie V. Combs, 
Jr. 

Entrepreneur: Clemon H. Wesley 
President's Award: Col. Frederick Gregory 
Outstanding Corporate Support: Keith 

O'Neal, DiAnne Thompson 

TRIBUTE TO AMANDA 
BLANFORD 

HON. ROMANO L. MAZZOLI 
OF KENTUCKY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, it is with great 
pride and appreciation that I rise to commend 
a special young woman, Amanda Blanford
better known as Amy-of Louisville, KY, who 
recently completed her tenure as my page 
here in the House. 

I am especially proud to announce that Amy 
received two Page School awards at the grad
uation ceremonies held on January 26. Amy 
received an Attendance Award and an Aca
demic Certificate for maintaining a 93 percent 
or better grade average in all her subjects. Ac
tually, this does not come as any surprise to 
ine since Amanda is a straight-A student at 
Sacred Heart Academy, her high school in 
Louisville. 

Back home in Louisville, Amy has exhibited 
all the necessary qualities to be a leader 
among her peers. She has maintained a high 
grade point average at Sacred Heart, a very 
demanding educational institution-despite 
participating in numerous extracurricular activi
ties which include: Students Against Drunk 
Driving; Amnesty International; and the Young 
Leaders Institute. Amy also volunteers her 
time at a local hospital. 

I am confident that the experience Amy 
gained as my Page here in Washington will 
prove invaluable for her, no matter what 
career path she may choose years from now. 
I hope Amy gives a career in public service 
some attention during her collegiate and post
collegiate years. She strikes me as one who 
possesses all the requisite talents, energies, 
and attributes to be an outstanding public offi
cial. 

Mr. Speaker, I want to congratulate Amy on 
job well done. I also commend her mother 
and father, Monica and Paul Blanford, for a 
great job of rearing. I salute Sacred Heart 
Academy for its role in forming Amy intellectu
ally, spiritually, and socially. 

It has been a pleasure to work with Amy, 
and I wish her every success in the future. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
SERIOUS QUESTIONS REMAIN 

OVER PANAMA INVASION 

HON. GERALD D. KLECZKA 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Speaker, the House con
sidered House Concurrent Resolution 262, a 
concurrent resolution which addressed several 
aspects of the United States invasion of 
Panama. 

First, the measure expressed Congress' 
sadness over the death of 23 American troops 
in the invasion and conveyed our condolences 
to their families. I fully support this sentiment 
as the loss of every American life in combat is 
tragic. I grieve for the spouses, children, par
ents, and siblings who will never see their 
loved ones again. 

Second, the resolution commends the 
President for his efforts to provide for an early 
return of the remaining American troops who 
participated in the invasion. Such a prompt 
return is surely in the best interests of these 
troops, of Panama, and of our broader foreign 
policy toward Latin America. 

Third; House Concurrent Resolution 262 
urges the President to continue his efforts to 
promote democracy in Panama. While I also 
agree with this provision, the onus for creating 
and promoting democracy in Panama should 
lie with the Panamanians, most notably Presi
dent Guillermo Endara, First Vice President 
Ricardo Arias Calderon, and Second Vice 
President Gillermo Ford. 

Though I agree with all these provisions, the 
opening finding of this resolution deeply trou
bles me. It states that: 

Whereas the President, with the support 
of Congress and the American people, acted 
decisively and appropriately in ordering 
United States forces to intervene in Panama 

Part of this statement is just not accurate. 
President Bush may now have the support of 
Congress for the Panama invasion, but he 
could not possibly have had it before the 
action because Congress was never consult
ed. The House speaker, the Senate majority 
leader, and other congressional leaders were 
informed of the intervention only after it had 
been ordered. 

Furthermore, I seriously question whether 
this action was appropriate. While our soldiers 
fought bravely and fully deserve to be com
mended, I believe the United States did vio
late the United Nations and OAS Charters by 
invading and overthrowing the government of 
a sovereign nation. Safeguarding American 
lives is justified under self-defense articles of 
both charters, but overthrowing a foreign gov
ernment is prohibited as armed interference in 
other nations' internal affairs. This is an unfor
tunate precedent in a world which is increas
ingly turning to negotiations and peace over 
hostility and war. 

The very real threat to American lives in 
Panama could have been met by the roughly 
13,000 United States troops already stationed 
there; 11,000 more troops were not needed 
for this purpose. While creating democracy in 
Panama is laudable, again it is the responsibil
ity of Panamanians, not Americans. Through-
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out Eastern Europe, citizens are overthrowing 
their oppressive governments without United 
States military intervention. Was this not pos
sible in Panama? 

In the end, enough serious questions re
mained in my mind over the President's deci
sionmaking process and the legality of the in
vasion for me to vote against House Concur
rent Resolution 262. 

TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM SUTTLE 

HON.GEORGE(BUDDY)DARDEN 
OF GEORGIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. DARDEN. Mr. Speaker, the Nation's 
oldest and largest military park, the Chicka
mauga and Chattanooga National Military Park 
in northwest Georgia, has lost an outstanding 
employee with the retirement of William Suttle. 
Mr. Suttle put in more than 35 years of service 
at the park, and as the park's maintenance di
vision foreman, he has diligently and honor
ably carried out his responsibilities within the 
board mission of the National Park Service. 
Mr. Suttle has also contributed much to the 
community in which he lives through his work 
with young people and his involvement in his 
church. The National Park Service can take 
pride in the example William Suttle has provid
ed, and I join with the many others in north
west Georgia who will miss seeing Mr. Suttle 
at the park but who wish him well in his retire
ment. 

I ask that the following article from the Jan
uary 1 0, 1990, Walker County Messenger be 
included in the RECORD. 
[From the Walker County Messenger, Jan. 

10, 1990] 

SUTTLE RETI RES AFTER 35 YEARS OF SERVICE 

LaFayette residen t William P. Suttle was 
honored J an . 6 by friends and co-workers 
wit h a retirement dinner. 

He retired Jan. 1 after more than 35 years 
of service wit h Chickamauga and Chatta
nooga National Milit ary Park. 

Suttle began his career with the National 
Park Service in 1952 as a seasonal mainte
nance employee. 

During th is time, he also held jobs with 
the Muller Company and Combustion Engi
neering in Chattanooga. 

Prior to his employement with the Na
tional Park Service, he worked for LaFay
ette Cotton Mill, the Dupont Company in 
Chattanooga, and served in the U.S. Army 
for approximately two years. 

In 1958, he was offered a permanent ap
pointment with the National Military Park. 
progressing in a career which culminated 
t his year with retirement from his position 
as the park's maintenance division foreman. 

According to Suttle, one of the highlights 
of his career has been the chance to work 
with young people in several of the park's 
summer youth programs, and he takes great 
pride and pleasure in meeting them again 
today as adults. 

His work offered him the opportunity to 
help them become successful, respected 
members of their communities. 

Suttle can also take pride in a 39-year 
marriage to his wife, Earnestine White 
Suttle. 
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They have five children: a daughter in 

· Summerville, another with the U.S. Army in 
Bonholder, Germany, two daughters and a 
son of LaFayette, and eight grandchildren. 

Mrs. Suttle is active in her church and 
community, serves on the Minority Advisory 
Board at Dalton College, and is president of 
the Walker County Parent and Teachers' 
Association. 

She has already made plans for her hus
band's newly realized "leisure" time" which 
includes continuing their church and com
munity service, traveling and "just plain re
laxing." 

HONORING THE HUDSON 
UNITED BANK ON ITS lOOTH 
ANNIVERSARY 

HON. FRANK J. GUARINI 
OF NEW JERSEY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Speaker, on January 12, 
1990, the Hudson United Bank celebrated its 
100th anniversary. Based in Union City, NJ, 
Hudson United Bank has been an integral part 
of the Hudson County community since its for
mation in 1890. It has helped the people of 
New Jersey grow and prosper, providing 
loans, high yield savings accounts, and finan
cial advice to small businesses, investors, and 
families. Its continued growth is a tribute to its 
honest leadership, intelligent planning, and 
commitment to the community it serves. 

It was on July 28, 1890, that the original 
predecessor of the Hudson United Bank was 
created with stock subscriptions exceeding 
$100,000. The Hudson Trust & Savings Insti
tution was located on 614 Spring Street in 
West Hoboken-known today as Union City. 
The first nine members of the board of direc
tors were Samuel Bayard Dod, Hamilton V. 
Meeks, Myles Tierney, E.A. Stevens, Theophi
lus Butts, John C. Besson, Adam Reisen
barger, Frederick W. Hille, and B.E. Galbraith. 
The officers were Samuel Bayard Dod, presi
dent; Hamilton V. Meeks, vice president; 
James A. Ferens, secretary and treasurer. 

The land for the bank's main office, now 
3100 Bergenline Avenue, was purchased for 
$3,000. The building was erected on a lot 50 
by 100 for a total cost of $20,000. It was de
signed by architect Oscar Golde. 

As of January 6, 1891, the bank's assets 
had increased to $167,765.02. By December 
31, 1892, the Hudson Trust & Savings Institu
tion's assets had grown to $1 ,265,638.24. 

Here is a summary of some important 
events in the history of the Hudson United 
Bank: 1890, incorporated as the Hudson Trust 
& Savings Institution; 1900, name changed to 
the Hudson Trust Co.; 1932, acquired the Ho
boken Trust Co.; 1939, merged with the Co
lumbia Trust Co.; 1946, acquired First National 
Bank of Union City; 1972, acquired United Na
tional Bank of Bergen County and changed 
name to Hudson United Bank; 1975, acquired 
Peoples Bank of Dunellen; and 1983, acquired 
Pan American Bank. 

Present and former presidents of Hudson 
United Bank: 1989-present, Kenneth Neilson; 
1977-89, John T. Clark; 1975-77, William J. 
Robertson; 1971-75, Frank T. Stella; 1962-
71, Arthur Dickson; 1954-62, Otis W. Beaton; 
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1940-54, Clarence G. Meeks; 1929-40, 
James H.P. Reilly; 1921-29, John S. Mabon; 
1899-21, Myles Tierney; and 1890-99, 
Samuel Bayard Dod. 

Hudson United Bank has been and will con
tinue to play an essential role in the growth 
and stability of Hudson County and northern 
New Jersey. I know my colleagues in the 
House of Representatives will join me in hon
oring the Hudson United Bank on the occa
sion of its 1 OOth anniversary. 

DR. RUSSELL B. SCOBIE, M.D., 
NEWBURGH'S CITIZEN OF THE 
YEAR 

HON. HAMILTON FISH, JR. 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, each year the New
burgh Historical Association, of Newburgh, 
NY, recognizes a member of the community 
whose loyalty and commitment to the town of 
Newburgh is unquestionable. It is with great 
pleasure that I bring this year's recipient of 
this illustrious honor, Dr. Russell B. Scobie, 
M.D. to the attention of the American public. 

Dr. Scobie has devoted 47 y~ars of his life 
to ensuring that the tap water used in the 
Newburgh area, the Nation, and the world, is 
fluoridated. In 1943 he began the lobbying 
effort which was primarily responsible for 
Newburgh being selected for the now famous 
Newburgh-Kingston water fluoridation study 
which began on May 2, 1945. Since that time, 
he has traveled around the United States and 
the world, presenting papers and lectures on 
the advantages and benefits of fluoridated 
water. 

Through Dr. Scobie's dedicated efforts 
there has been a noticeable decrease in the 
incidence of tooth decay throughout the world, 
including many Third World nations. The mag
nitude of Dr. Scobie's effect on global fluori
dation may be best manifested by the world's 
appreciation. Some years ago D. Vladamir 
Rudko, Director of the World Health Organiza
tion (WHO], presented Dr. Scobie with an 
autographed copy of a WHO report on fluori
dation which read "To Dr. Russell Scobie
you contributed the most to water fluorida
tion-we are trying to continue it." 

Although Dr. Scobie's work with water fluori
dation has been an important facet of his pro
fessional life, it has not been his sole commu
nity or medical endeavor. A graduate of Yale 
University, and the Yale School of Medicine, 
he has always been loyal to his alma mater. 
He has served as president of the Association 
of the Yale Alumni in Medicine, 1953-55; 
chairman of the Medical School Alumni Fund, 
1959-63; and founder and first president of 
the Yale Club of the Mid-Hudson Valley. Addi
tionally, Dr. Scobie has maintained a private 
practice in pediatric medicine since 1936. His 
other commitments include membership on 
the Newburgh Board of Education, the New
burgh Rotary Club, and serving as an elder at 
the Calvary Presbyterian Church in Newburgh. 

In my opinion, the Newburgh Historical As
sociation's decision to honor Dr. Scobie is a 
wonderful and appropriate choice. He is 
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indeed a man who has devoted himself to im
proving the quality of life in the town of New
burgh and the world. 

I encourage all of my colleagues to join me 
in paying tribute to Dr. Russell B. Scobie, his 
wife Katherine, and their twin children Robert 
and Barbara. 

PROJECT 2000/LOVE: THE 
TENNIS CELEBRATION TO END 
WORLD HUNGER BY THE 
YEAR 2000 

HON. TONY P. HALL 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to bring to your attention a campaign spon
sored by the Hunger Project called 2000/ 
LOVE. The event is being produced by the 
Tennis Professionals Foundation in support of 
the Hunger Project, whose goal is ending 
chronic, persistent hunger by the year 2000. 
The tennis celebration will take place on April 
2 and 3 of this year at the Capital Centre in 
Washington, DC, and will include top-ranked 
tennis players such as Andre Agassi and Ivan 
Lendl, competing against Members of Con
gress. 

The effort of eliminate chronic hunger and 
malnutrition worldwide is the work or organiza
tions such as the Hunger Project, who labor 
endlessly to make hunger a global priority. I 
am pleased at the efforts of the staff and vol
unteers who are producing project 2000/ 
LOVE. This campaign is urgent, and requires 
the joint efforts or our Government and our 
people toward finding solutions to improve the 
current situation. It is documented by experts 
that technical and financial resources exist to 
end hunger. Yet 750 million people continue 
to face hunger on a daily basis. Hunger con
tributes to environmental degradation, eco
nomic instability, and needless death. Project 
2000/LOVE will raise funds to be used in the 
campaign to end hunger, a needed priority on 
the political and economic agenda of our 
Nation. Additionally, the tennis tournament will 
raise awareness of the persistence of chronic 
hunger. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe that hunger and 
hunger-related disease are solvable problems. 
The success of programs such as Project 
2000/LOVE rely on the assistance of people 
nationwide, and I would like to encourage my 
colleagues to join me in support of this worthy 
cause. I commend the Hunger Project for their 
continued efforts and I salute their contribu
tion to the fight against hunger. 

A TRIBUTE TO THE BARSTOW 
ELK'S DRUG AWARENESS PRO
GRAM 

HON. JERRY LEWIS 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Speaker, the 
Government cannot go it alone in the war on 
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drugs. To be successful, we need the help of 
citizens who will volunteer their time and skills 
to help our young people. I want to share with 
you today the outstanding work being done by 
the Elks, specifically the Elks of Barstow, CA, 
with their highly successful Drug Awareness 
Program. 

The Elks realize that our kids today need to 
go beyond saying no to drugs. So they are 
sponsoring Scout Troops and sports teams 
and teen centers and dozens of other activi
ties to supplement their Drug Awareness Pro
gram which educates young people about the 
dangers of drugs. 

The Barstow Elks recently donated $1,000 
to the local parks and recreation department 
to cover the costs of a youth basketball camp. 
The donation paid for T -shirts given to all the 
participants, a pizza party, refreshments, and 
gift certificates. More than 1 00 boys and girls 
benefited from this program which provided an 
alternative to the use of drugs and alcohol. 

But the work of the Barstow Elks doesn't 
stop here, Mr. Speaker. Alfredo Gonzales, the 
president of the Barstow Elks Lodge gave out 
200 drug education coloring books during a 
drug awareness presentation to young chil
dren at the Child Development Center at the 
Barstow Marine Corps Logistics Base. The 
lodge has also donated more than 2,000 of 
these coloring books to various organizations 
throughout the community. 

The Barstow lodge has also donated $1,000 
to assist the police department in the imple
mentation of the DARE [Drug Abuse Resist
ance Education] program in the Barstow 
schools. This program will be taught to 400 
sixth-grade students. 

Mr. Speaker, I ask you to join me today in 
thanking the Elks and other volunteer groups 
for offering so generously their time and 
money in such worthwhile endeavors. Their 
commitment is making a critical difference to 
many young people and to our country. 

REV. DR. JAMES M. LAWSON, 
CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS AC
TIVIST 

HON. JUUAN C. DIXON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Speaker, it is with great 
pleasure that I rise today to congratulate Rev. 
Dr. James M. Lawson, Jr. who is receiving the 
Corita Kent Peace Award from the Immaculate 
Heart College Center. Reverend Lawson has 
contributed to the human family as a spiritual 
leader, civil rights activist, community 
achiever, and peacemaker. 

The Corita Kent Peace Award, established 
by the Immaculate Heart College Center for 
peace, justice, and global cooperation, honors 
the memory of Corita Kent-an internationally 
known artist whose work is noted for the lively 
use of color, words, and text which proclaim 
that the most ordinary and mundane objects 
in our everyday world are symbols of the spir
itual, the beauty, and the hope that permeate 
all life. The award is given to those who do 
not make a distinction between their personal 
and public lives as peacemakers and who, 
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through their lives, words and actions express 
the dream of life without war. There is no one 
more deserving of the Corita Kent Award than 
Jim. 

Born in Pennsylvania, Jim was a champion 
debater in high school, and in college where 
he received a bachelor's degree in sociology 
and psychology. He went on to graduate 
school at Boston, Oberlin, and Vanderbilt Uni
versities to study theology. Throughout his life, 
Reverend Lawson has been committed and 
dedicated to human causes. While serving as 
national president of the United Methodist 
Youth Fellowship, he spent over a year in 
Federal prison as a conscientious objector. He 
went on to India where he worked as a 
campus minister and coach. As a friend and 
associate of Dr. Martin Luther King, Reverend 
Lawson trained freedom riders and became 
one of the preeminent voices for nonviolent 
direct action. 

Today, Jim is channeling his energies on 
urban problems, especially poverty in Los An
geles. He serves as president of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference [SCLC]/ 
Greater Los Angeles, and is vice president of 
the SCLC national board. Jim is pastor of 
Holman United Methodist Church in my con
gressional district, and is the president of the 
Peace with Justice Leadership Conference, a 
coalition of 60 denominational and religious 
groups. He contributes to a variety of organi
zations including the Conference Council of 
Ministries, the Religious Leaders Network of 
the Interfaith Council to Reverse the Arms 
Race, the Advisory Council of Clergy and Laity 
Concerned, the National Advisory Council of 
the Fellowship of Reconciliation, and the Los 
Angeles County Mental Health Association. 

I join his wife Dorothy, their sons-John, 
Morris, and Seth-his colleagues, and host of 
friends in congratulating Jim as he receives 
the Corita Kent Peace Award. I look forward 
to his continued contributions to the world 
community. 

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES CON
TRACTING PROCEDURES ACT 
OF 1990 

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR. 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, it is with great 
pleasure that I am introducing today a bill that 
is the first fully comprehensive effort to place 
into law the Government's program for desig
nating those commercial activities that will be 
contracted out and those that will be per
formed by Government employees. 

It is important that we try to place some pa
rameters around the immensity of the effort 
we are addressing with this piece of proposed 
legislation. According to OMB, the Federal 
Government spends approximately $20 billion 
annually for civil service employees to provide 
commercial services. In June 1987, the Con
gressional Budget Office estimated that there 
are about 1.4 million Federal workers engaged 
in providing these types of services to the 
Government. Not only would this bill impact 
these employees, but it also covers the ap-
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proximately 800,000 employees of the U.S. 
Postal Service and the yet uncalculated bil
lions involved with those postal jobs. 

OMB has recently testified that presently 
completed inventories of activities scheduled 
to be reviewed for possible contracting out in
volve over 300,000 Federal jobs. 

As first stated in 1955, it was the policy of 
the Federal Government to rely on the private 
sector for the provision of all commercial serv
ices. That policy was restated in 1966 in OMB 
circular A-76 but was since modified in 1979 
and 1983. These newer policies do not con
tain the strict prohibitions first announced in 
the 1950's but, rather, make contracting out 
dependent upon competitions between Feder
al employees and private sector firms. 

OMB reports that since 1981, 87,000 Feder
al jobs have been reviewed for possible con
version to contract performance. The in-house 
estimates, or "bids," of performance by Gov
ernment employees have "beat" the contract 
bids in head-to-head competitions in about 50 
percent of the cases. From these competi
tions, we are told, the Government has saved 
a total of $843 million for an average cost 
savings of 27 percent over original operating 
costs. These savings are alleged to result 
both from contract conversions and from reor
ganizations of Federal employees resulting 
from cost comparison analyses. 

My bill would not change the underlying phi
losophy of Government; namely, that most 
commercial activities should be contracted for 
with commercial sources when they can be 
performed by those activities more economi
cally. However, my bill would set out the 
ground rules for that competition so that Gov
ernment employees would be competing on 
an equal basis with the private sector. My bill 
would also infuse a much needed dose of due 
process into the system. Provisions are con
tained in the bill that would give appeal rights 
to all interested parties to protest, before inde
pendent boards and administrative law judges, 
performance work statements and cost com
parison analyses. The bill also sets into place 
a method to calculate the savings of the pro
gram and to verify those savings in subse
quent years. 

Perhaps the most unique provision of this 
bill calls for the continued competition be
tween Government employees and private 
sector contractors for the performance of 
commercial activities. The present A-76 circu
lar is totally one sided-only activities being 
performed by Government employees are in
cluded on a list or inventory of commercial ac
tivities to determine if they should be convert
ed to contract. That decision is made after a 
price competition and, if the private sector low 
bidder beats the in-house cost estimate or bid 
by more than 1 o percent, the activity is con
verted to contract. My bill would not alter that 
basic concept-but it would also require the 
maintenance of another inventory list of com
mercial activities being performed by private 
sector firms. These activities would have to be 
periodically competed with the Government's 
in-house cost estimates. Only if private sector 
firms could continue to provide activities more 
economically, would those activities remain 
available for performance under contract. If 
Government employees could do the same 
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work at lower costs, the activity would be 
moved back for in-house performance. It is 
through this system of checks and balances 
that we can assure that the taxpayer gets the 
most for his or her dollar. 

The major provisions of my bill follow: 
First. The act would present a comprehen

sive and efficient method for determining what 
commercial activities should be performed by 
Government employees and which activities 
should be contracted out with commercial 
business concerns. Detailed provisions are 
also included dealing with the reporting of 
commercial activities and how savings are to 
be measured. 

Second. The act would cover all executive 
branch agencies and departments, as well as 
the U.S. Postal Service. 

Third. The act would require that all govern
mental functions be performed by Govern
ment employees and that other commercial 
activities be performed by private sector firms 
unless: 

No commercial source is capable of per
forming the work; 

Use of a contractor would cause unaccept
able delay; 

The commercial activity involves patient 
care at a Government-operated hospital and it 
is in the best interest of the patients to keep 
performance by Government employees; or 

Based on a cost comparison study Govern
ment employee can, with respect to commer
cial activities presently being performed by 
contract, perform the work at a lower cost; 
and, with respect to activities presently being 
performed by Government employees, per
form the work at no more than 1 0 percent 
higher than the anticipated cost of contracting 
out. 

Fourth. As a general rule, work that could 
be more economically performed by Govern
ment employees would be converted to in
house performance. 

Fifth. The act contains detailed provisions 
on how to formulate performance work state
ments and conduct cost analyses. 

Sixth. Appeal rights are given to interested 
parties to protest, before independent boards 
and administrative law judges, performance 
work statements, and cost comparison analy
ses. 

Seventh. All agencies must prepare and 
make publicly available inventories of com
mercial activities containing detailed informa
tion on the nature and performance of those 
activities. 

Eighth. Displaced Government employees 
are provided rights dealing with reemployment 
by the Government and employment with the 
successful contractor when a commercial ac
tivity is converted to contract. 

Ninth. Detailed reporting requirements are 
imposed so that the true cost benefits of con
verting to contract and converting to in-house 
performance can be accurately measured. 

Tenth. The act would take effect 180 days 
after the date of enactment. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
the American Federation of Government Em
ployees and its national president, John N. 
Sturdivant, for their invaluable assistance in 
formulating this important piece of legislation. 

I look forward to working with the adminis
tration, organized labor, and the business 
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community in a bipartisan fashion to bring this 
legislation before the President for his signa
ture. I urge my colleagues to cosponsor and 
actively support this most important measure. 
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE COM-

MERCIAL ACTIVITIES CONTRACTING PROCE
DURES AcT OF 1990 <H.R. 4015) 
Section 1. Short Title. Provides that this 

Act may be cited as the "Commercial Activi
ties Procedures Act of 1990." 

Section 2. Purposes. This section specifies 
four purposes for the Act: <1> to establish 
uniform standards for determining the most 
economical and efficient method to acquire 
commercial services; <2> to provide for ac
countability and equitable standards; (3) to 
ensure fair competitions and an opportunity 
for interested parties to participate fairly in 
the process: and <4> to provide for annual 
reports regarding commercial activities and 
to substantiate estimated · and actual sav
ings. 

Section 3. Definitions. This section con
tains a series of definitions as follows: <1> 
"Administrator" means the Administrator 
of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
<OFPP>; <2> "adversely affected employee" 
means any civilian employee of an agency 
who, as a result of a decision to convert to 
contract, will either be released from service 
or reduced in competitive grade or employ
ment; <3> "agency" means a Federal agency 
or department as defined under 41 U.S.C. 
403 and includes the United States Postal 
Service; (4) "commercial activity" means a 
product or service which may be procured 
from a commercial source and which is iden
tical or substantially similar to the form in 
which that product or service is sold to the 
general public; <5> "commercial source" is a 
business or other non-government entity lo
cated within the United States and which is 
capable of performing a commercial activi
ty; <6> "conversion to contract" means the 
changeover of performance by government 
employees to performance by a commercial 
source; <7> "conversion to in-house perform
ance" means the changeover of perform
ance by a commercial source to performance 
by government employees: <8> "full time 
equivalent work year" means 2,087 paid 
labor hours in a fiscal year or such other 
period of time as may be established by law; 
(9) "Government" means the Federal Gov
ernment; 00) "Government employee" 
means an employee of an agency; and < 11 > 
"governmental function" means any activity 
intimately related to the public interest and 
that requires either the exercise of discre
tion or the making of policy decisions for 
the Government. 

Section 4. Application. This Act would not 
apply to three types of situations: < 1 > in any 
case when its application would be contrary 
to an international agreement; <2> to DoD in 
times of declared war, military mobilization, 
or other emergency declared by the Presi
dent; and (3) to research and develop activi
ties. 

This Act is also subject to a series of limi
tations. It does not < 1 > provide authority to 
enter into contracts; <2> establish any rights 
for employees of commercial sources; <3> au
thorize conversion to contract of any com
mercial activity in order to avoid personnel 
or salary ceilings; or <4> authorize the con
version to contract of any governmental 
function. 

Section 5. Inventories of Commercial Ac
tivities. Subject to the provision of section 4 
<dealing with the application and limita
tions of the program> and paragraph 3 of 
this subsection (a) <dealing with commercial 
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activities utilizing less than 10 full-time 
equivalent work years and governmental 
functions>. not later than March 31 of each 
year every agency must prepare and make 
public an inventory of all commercial activi
ties it anticipates will be performed by gov
ernment employees during the following 
year. Each activity included on the invento
ry must reference: < 1 > the number of work 
years involved; (2) the commercial activity 
and the place of performance; < 3 > the date 
the commercial activity was last reviewed 
for conversion to contract; <4> the date of 
the next planned review <including the an
ticipated completion date>: and <5> the 
reason for performance of the commercial 
activity by government employees. Commer
cial activities requiring less than ten 00) 
full-time equivalent work years and govern
mental functions may be excluded from the 
inventory. 

Not later than March 31 of each year, 
every agency must prepare and make public
ly available an inventory of commercial ac
tivities that are or will be performed by a 
commercial source during that year under a 
contract with the agency. For each item in
cluded on the inventory there must be a dis
cription of < 1) the activity and the place of 
performance; (2) the name of the person 
who most recently performed the activity; 
<3> the date the activity was last subject to a 
cost comparison analysis; <4> the date of the 
next planned review of the activity for pos
sible conversion to in-house performance; 
(5) the contract number for that commer
cial activity; (6) the contract price; (7) for 
each activity converted to contract during 
the preceding 5-year period, the last annual 
payment for that activity; (8) the total cost 
incurred by the government for conducting 
that procurement; and (9) the reason for 
performance of the commercial activity by a 
commercial source. 

An agency shall not include a commercial 
activity in its inventory of contracted out 
activities if that activity: < 1) was converted 
to contract within the last two year period; 
(2) performance of the commercial activity 
by commercial sources requires less than 10 
full-time equivalent work years annually; <3> 
the commercial activity will be performed 
pursuant to section 8<a> of the Small Busi
ness Act, section 1207 of P.L. 99-661 (both 
dealing with small disadvantaged business
es>: or by a sheltered workshop for the blind 
or severely handicapped; or is a governmen
tal function. 

Not later than 60 days after an inventory 
is made publicly available by an agency, a 
labor organization representing employees 
of that agency may petition the head of the 
agency to include or exclude a commercial 
activity from an inventory. 

Section 6. Performance of Activities 
Under Contract. Performance of commercial 
activities contained on an inventory shall be 
performed by one or more commercial 
sources unless the head of the agency deter
mines that: < 1) no commercial source is ca
pable of performing the contract; (2) use of 
a commercial source would cause unaccept
able delay or disruption to a program or ac
tivity of the agency; (3) the commercial ac
tivity involves patient care at a hospital op
erated by the government and performance 
of the activity by government employees 
would be in the best interest of patient care; 
<4> the commercial activity is a governmen
tal function; or <5> based upon a cost com
parison study conducted under section 7, 
government employees are performing, or 
can reasonably be expected to perform the 
commercial activity at an estimated cost 
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that is <a> in the case of a commercial activi
ty being performed by a commercial source, 
less than the total costs incurred by the gov
ernment under contract; or (b) in the case 
of a commercial activity that is presently 
being performed by government employees, 
not more than 10 percent higher than the 
estimated total costs of contracting for the 
provision of that commercial activity. 

Section 7. Cost Comparison Analysis. 
Before converting to contract or converting 
to in-house performance, an agency must 
conduct a cost comparison analysis under 
this section. For the purposes of such analy
ses, all costs will be computed on the basis 
of a final performance work statement pre
pared pursuant to section 8. Notwithstand
ing this general rule, a commercial activity 
may be converted to contract without con
ducting a cost comparison analysis if the 
contract is to be awarded pursuant to: < 1 > 
section 8<a> of the Small Business Act; <2> 
section 1207 of P.L. 99-661; or <3> the Javits
Wagner-O'Day Act. 

Within 180 days after the date of enact
ment of this Act, the Federal Acquisition 
Regulatory Council shall amend the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation to establish require
ments for conducting cost comparison anal
yses. The regulation must provide that (a) 
the cost of performance by government em
ployees shall be determined based on the 
most efficient and cost effective organiza
tion practicable; <b> the cost of performance 
by a commercial source shall be based on 
full and open competition; <c> the pricing 
method for evaluating all offers from com
mercial sources shall be firm fixed price 
unless the head of the agency, on a nondele
gable basis, determines that a cost reimburs
able contract is appropriate; and (d) the 
term of a contract for commercial activities 
shall not exceed 3 years, including all op
tions. 

Regulations promulgated under this sec
tion must also include provisions dealing 
with the calculation of all relevant costs of 
performance of a commercial activity. These 
costs are to include: personnel costs <includ
ing pay, retirement, and fringe benefits>; 
material, equipment, and supply costs; utili
ty costs (including those utilities provided 
by the government>; maintenance cost of 
government owned machinery, tools, equip
ment, and other items; depreciation; rent; 
maintenance, repair and upkeep; insurance; 
travel; overhead; and such other additional 
costs as may be appropriate. 

Costs that would be the same for perform
ance by a commercial activity and for per
formance by government employees may be 
excluded from the analysis, if documented 
and made part of the record. 

In addition to the costs determined above, 
the fair market value of all government 
property to be used by either a commercial 
source or government employees must be 
taken into account when performing a cost 
analysis. 

Once a cost comparison is completed by 
an agency, it is to be submitted to that 
agency's review board established under sec
tion 9. 

The review board shall review the adequa
cy of each cost comparison analysis submit
ted to it <including the performance work 
statement on which the analysis is based> 
with respect to currency, reasonableness, ac
curacy, and completeness. 

The review board must announce no less 
frequently than monthly its final determi
nation of all cost comparison analyses sub
mitted to the board within the preceding 
month. 
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An interested party may appeal a decision 

of a review board to the head of the agency 
not later than 30 days after the review 
board announces its fnal decision. That 
party is entitled to a hearing on the record 
in accordance with chapter 5 of title 5, 
United States Code. The head of the agency 
shall sustain the decision of the board 
unless it is found not to be substantially jus
tified by the facts, or contrary to law or reg
ulation. 

For purposes of this provision the term 
"interested party" means any: ( 1 > adversely 
affected employee; (2} labor organization ac
corded exclusive recognition to represent 
adversely affected employees; <3> former 
Federal employee who has a reasonable 
prospect for re-employment by the govern
ment if a commercial activity were to be 
converted to in-house performance; and (4} 
prospective offeror whose direct economic 
interest would be adversely affected by a de
cision not to convert to contract or to con
vert a contract to in-house performance. 

An agency cannot take any action to con
vert to contract or to convert to in-house 
performance a commercial activity during 
the 30-day period following a decision of the 
review board or during any period in which 
an appeal to a review board decision is pend
ing. 

The head of an agency must provide to all 
agency employees performing a commercial 
activity timely notification of each cost 
comparison analysis that is initiated with 
respect to that activity and shall keep those 
employees duly informed of the progress of 
each such analysis. 

No person may disclose a cost comparison 
analysis before the agency issues a public 
notice that the commerical activity will 
either be converted to contract, converted to 
in-house performance, or will be performed 
by government employees. Nothing con
tained in this provision authorizes the dis
closure of proprietary information that 
would adversely affect the financial or com
petitive position of a commercial source if 
released to the public. In addition, this pro
vision does not limit the authority of Con
gress or any law enforcement authority to 
obtain information otherwise available 
under law. 

Section 8. 
Performance Work Statements. The head 

of an agency must prepare a performance 
work statement for each commercial activi
ty for which a cost comparison analysis is 
conducted under section 7. Each perform
ance work statement must define the scope 
of work of a commercial activity by: < 1 > de
lineating standards of performance, critical 
elements and time restraints; (2} using a de
scription of work that does not exceed the 
minimum requirements of that agency; (3} 
describing the technical qualifications and 
skills of needed personnel; and (4} designat
ing the types of machinery, equipment, 
tools, and other items needed for acceptably 
performing the commercial activity. 

Commercial activities may be combined 
for the purpose of preparing performance 
work statements only if such commercial ac
tivities are logically related to each other so 
that the successful performance of one ac
tivity is dependent on the successful per
formance of the other and are combined in 
a manner that promotes full and open com
petition at the prime contract level among 
the greatest practicable number of commer
cial sources. 

Before a performance work statement is 
submitted to a review board, the head of an 
agency shall provide to all potential ad-
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versely affected employees <and their collec
tive bargaining representatives> a period of 
at least 60 days in which to submit com
ments and recommendations. 

Such comments or recommendations must 
be in writing and shall be responded to indi
vidually and in writing indicating whether 
the recommendation will be incorporated 
within the performance work statement. 

An employee whose recommendation is 
denied has 30 days to appeal the negative 
determination to the appropriate review 
board. If the decision of the agency is not 
substantially justified or is contrary to law 
or regulation, the board must sustain the 
appeal and require the agency to make ap
propriate changes in the performance work 
statement. A performance work statement 
shall not be final until all employee appeals 
with respect to that performance work 
statement are resolved. 

Not later than 15 days after completing a 
performance work statement, the agency 
must: ( 1 > publish in the Commerce Business 
Daily the fact that the Performance Work 
Statement is available; (2} provide a copy of 
the performance work statement to each 
labor organization representing government 
employees who perform any commercial ac
tivity that is the subject of the performance 
work statement; and (3} provide written 
notice to all government employees provid
ing a commercial activity that is the subject 
of a performance work statement advising 
them of the availability of a copy of the per
formance work statement upon request. 
Performance work statements provided to 
collective bargaining representatives shall 
be provided not later than 30 days after 
final approval of the statement. All other 
parties are to receive the performance work 
statement within 30 days after the agency 
receives a request for the statement. With 
the exception of performance work state
ments provided to labor organizations, an 
agency may charge a nominal fee for repro
ducing and mailing performance work state
ments to requesting parties. 

Section 9. Review Boards. Each agency is 
to establish a review board for the acquisi
tion of commercial activities. Each board is 
to be chaired by the official of the agency 
assigned by statute with the responsibility 
for acquisition strategy, or if no such indi
vidual in that agency is assigned by statute, 
by the official designated pursuant to sec
tion 16(3} of the Office of Federal Procure
ment Policy Act. 

An agency review board is to consist of the 
Chairperson and such other government 
employees as the Chairperson believes ap
propriate. However, a person may not serve 
on a review board during its consideration 
of a matter pertaining to an organizational 
unit of the agency that employs that 
person. 

Review boards shall review cost compari
son analysis prepared by agencies under sec
tion 7 and consider employee appeals under 
section 8<c> dealing with performance work 
statements. 

Section 10. Re-employment of Displaced 
Employees. Agencies must, with respect to 
adversely affected employees, < 1> exert max
imum effort to fill available positions with 
such employees; <2> establish a re-employ
ment priority list and a positive placement 
program; and <3> pay reasonable costs for 
training and relocating the employee if that 
leads to placement of the employee within 
the agency. 

The Office of Personnel Management 
must, with respect to adversely affected em
ployees: < 1 > insure that such employees 
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have access to government-wide placement 
programs on a priority of Labor regarding 
job opportunities in the private sector. 

A commercial source who wins a contract 
pursuant to a cost comparison analysis 
must, prior to entering into the contract: (1) 

advise adversely affected employees that 
they have a right of first refusal for avail
able positions for which they are qualified; 
and (2) actively assist and facilitate the 
hiring of such employees. These duties of 
the commercial source are to be incorporat
ed into the contract by the government. 

Section 11. Reporting. The OFPP Admin
istrator is to issue regulations which require 
the head of each agency to report annually 
to OFPP on the number and dollar value of 
commercial activities that are converted to 
contract or converted to in-house perform
ance. In addition, each agency is to report 
the dollar savings anticipated from such ac
tions. By January 31 of each year the OFPP 
Administrator is to prepare and submit a 
report to the Congress describing: < 1 > the 
savings from conversions to contract and 
conversions to in-house performance; (2) the 
number of Federal employees performing 
commercial activities; (3) the estimated 
number of private sector employees per
forming commercial activities for the gov
ernment; and (4) the contract number and 
value for each commercial activity procured 
by an agency under contract in the preced
ing year, specifying the name of the con
tractor and its location. The Comptroller 
General may provide the OFPP Administra
tor such assistance as the Administrator 
considers necessary to establish criteria or 
measures pertaining to cost savings. The 
head of each agency must provide the 
OFPP Administrator upon request with 
such resources and assistance as the Admin
istrator considers necessary for preparing 
reports required by this section. 

Section 12. Procurement Protests. This 
section would amend 31 U.S.C. section 
3551<2) by providing that GAO bid protest 
procedures are not applicable to conversions 
to contract or conversions to in-house per
formance. 

Section 13. Effective Date. This Act would 
take effect 180 days after the date of enact
ment. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH-A 
TIME FOR REFLECTION 

HON. GUS YATRON 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. YATRON. Mr. Speaker, as you know, 
Black History Month was established to set
aside a special period of time so that our 
Nation could recognize and celebrate the her
itage, achievements and contributions of black 
Americans to our country. Each year, during 
the month of February, schools, colleges, uni
versities, religious and social organizations, 
and communities throughout the United States 
plan and participate in various activities de
signed to provide Americans with an opportu
nity to recognize and appreciate the important 
role blacks have played in the development of 
our great Nation. 

Black History Month has also served to 
remind us of the work that still must be done 
to ensure that all Americans can fully enjoy 
the blessings of liberty enshrined in and guar-
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anteed by the Constitution. Mr. Speaker, I can 
recite the names of people like Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, Thurgood Mar
shall, Harriet Beecher Stowe and thousands 
of other famous and not so famous Americans 
who fought against the shameful injustice of 
racism, bigotry, and discrimination. Their 
names, however, are meaningless unless we 
work to understand the goal they were work
ing towards and join them in championing the 
cause of equality. 

When our democratic principles are not ap
plied equally, the Nation's moral health is in 
jeopardy. As Dr. King declared, "Injustice any
where is a threat to justice everywhere." 
Black Americans have made great strides in 
securing the rights of freedom, justice and 
equality in the United States, but unfortunately 
the Nation's work is far from complete. 

An integral part of our endeavors to further 
equality rests partially in the development of a 
school system that provides the black commu
nity with opportunities for advancement 
through education. Horace Mann Bond, the 
first black president of Pennsylvania's Lincoln 
University, correctly noted that education is 
"the most important factor in elevating the life 
of a people." He believed that education was 
an essential and formidable weapon in the 
fight against racism and that education would 
"accelerate social change." 

At present, our educational programs are 
failing to reach all segments of our society. 
High school dropout rates among black 
youths have risen and the undereducation of 
black youths continues. These youth, and 
consequentially the Nation, are at risk, and 
this crisis in education only serves to under
mine the democratiG processes in our country. 
I do not claim to hold the answers to these 
problems. However, acknowledging that a 
problem exists is, as we know, the first step 
toward finding solutions. 

Black History Month presents an opportuni
ty for us, as a nation, to reflect on the contri
butions of black Americans, to recognize that 
there is still much work to be done, and to re
dedicate ourselves to promoting the American 
creed that all men are created equal. Mr. 
Speaker, this challenge confronts all Ameri
cans. So, let us use this time as an opportuni
ty to celebrate black history and to reassert 
the cause of freedom, justice, and equality for 
all. 

REUNIFICATION OF CYPRUS 

HON. FRANK PALLONE, JR. 
OF NEW JERSEY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. PALLONE. Mr. Speaker, today I join 
with so many of my colleagues to remind the 
world of the tragedy of the divided island 
nation of Cyprus. We are fortunate to be living 
in a time of great change throughout the 
world, a time when so many walls and barriers 
to freedom are tumbling down. During this 
time, let us not forget the people of Cyprus 
who have been suffering since the Turkish in
vasion of 197 4. 

We were all encouraged by the leadership 
shown by U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez 
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de Cuellar in initiating talks between President 
Vassiliou and Rauf Danktash, the Turkish Cyp
riot leader. However, our hopes that Cyprus 
would soon be reunified have been diminished 
by the intransigence of Danktash and the sub
sequent breakdown of the sponsored talks. 

The Cyprus issue is not simply a parochial 
dispute between Greece and Turkey; it in
volves the rule of law and the fundamental 
principles of democratic government. There 
are presently 35,000 Turkish troops and 
60,000 Turkish colonists in Northern Cyprus; 
200,000 Greek Cypriots remain refugees in 
their own land. 

Mr. Speaker, a barbed wire barricade com
monly referred to as the "Green Line" pres
ently physically divides the island nation of 
Cyprus. Let us hope that we shall soon see 
the dismantling of the "Green Line" and the 
reunification of Cyprus. 

COMMEMORATING BOB AND 
SANDY MILLER, BISHOP 
GORMAN HIGH SCHOOL'S 
" KNIGHT OF THE GAEL" HON
OREES 

HON. JAMES H. BILBRAY 
OF NEVADA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Speaker, it is with great 
pleasure that I rise today to honor two of Ne
vada's most respected and admired leaders, 
Gov. Bob Miller and First Lady Sandy Miller. 
On Wednesday, March 7, 1990, Bishop 
Gorman High School will dedicate its eighth 
annual "Knight of the Gael" to the Governor 
and first lady. The Millers will be recognized 
for their contributions not only to Bishop 
Gorman High School, but also to the Las 
Vegas community and the State of Nevada. 
They are both truly deserving of this honor. 

Governor Miller has been a preeminent 
State leader, dedicated to serving the citizens 
of Nevada for many years. The Chicago born 
Governor began calling Nevada home at an 
early age. He attended Bishop Gorman High 
School and upon graduation in 1963, com
menced studies at the University of Santa 
Clara. Graduating with a B.A. in political sci
ence in 1967, he went on to receive his juris 
doctor degree from Loyola Law School in Los 
Angeles in 1971, all the while acting as part
time deputy sheriff in Las Vegas and Los An
geles. 

Bob returned to Nevada to practice law and 
was employed as a deputy District Attorney 
for Clark County. In 1973, he became the first 
legal adviser to the Las Vegas Metropolitan 
Police Department. During 1975-78, Bob was 
the Las Vegas Township Justice of the Peace, 
and in 1979 he was elected Clark County Dis
trict Attorney. Reelected in 1982, he became 
the first Clark County District Attorney in 
modern history to win reelection. Also that 
year, Bob was chosen by President Reagan to 
serve on the nine-member President's Task 
Force on Victims of Crime. In 1987, he went 
on to become the Lieutenant Governor of the 
State of Nevada, and in 1989, following Gov
ernor Bryan's election to the U.S. Senate, Bob 
Miller became Nevada's Acting Governor. 
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Sandy, born in Denver, CO, has been a 

resident of Nevada since 1951 and an active 
community and civic leader. Attending both 
the University of Nevada, Reno and Las 
Vegas, she received a B.S. in education from 
UNLV in 1971. Later that year she attended 
the Lexington School for the Deaf in New 
York, and returned to teach the aurally handi
capped at the Ruby Thomas Elementary 
School in Las Vegas for 4 years. A committed 
advocate for children with learning disabilities 
and representative for teachers in politics, she 
prepared and lobbied legislative proposals 
and worked on the design committee for the 
deaf education wing at Ruby Thomas. 

Her energy and commitment to helping and 
educating people is shown in her dedication 
to civic work. She is on the advisory board of 
the University of Nevada, Young Volunteers of 
Nevada, the Children's Museum of Carson 
City, the Nevada Museum of Art and New Ho
rizons, a learning disability group. Her support 
has reached numerous charities including 
work with a literacy and "Say No To Drugs" 
Program, the Children's Inn of Greater Las 
Vegas, Nevada Women's Fund, Junior 
League, PTA, the American Cancer Society's 
special projects, and March of Dimes. 

Mr. Speaker, by any standard-be it profes
sional contributions, civic leadership or com
munity service-Bob and Sandy Miller repre
sent the finest in Nevada's commitment to ex
cellence. They have established themselves 
as outstanding leaders, giving much of their 
time and energy to the people of our State. I 
urge my colleagues to join me today in com
mending the Governor and first lady in their 
well-deserved recognition for their contribu
tions and loyalty to Bishop Gorman and to 
Nevada. 

NATIONAL VISITING NURSES 
ASSOCIATION WEEK 

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 

honor the Visiting Nurses Association of west
ern Massachusetts. During the week of Febru
ary 18-24, our country will be celebrating Na
tional Visiting Nurses Association Week in rec
ognition of the VNA's outstanding and neces
sary service to our communities. 

One of our oldest and most enduring health 
institutions in America, the VNA's have been 
providing quality home care for our elderly, our 
infants and new mothers, and medical-surgical 
patients of all ages who have needed their 
special services. In my district, the Visiting 
Nurse Associations of Holyoke, Pittsfield, 
Greenfield, Pioneer Valley, Easthampton, 
Northampton and others have all been instru
mental in bringing compassionate, quality 
home care to the people of western Massa
chusetts. They have all brought dignity to the 
medical and social needs of the terminally ill. 

The complexity of new medical technology 
is a major challenge facing home care nurses 
today. These dedicated and committed pro
fessionals deserve our special recognition and 
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support as they keep pace with the rapidly 
changing demands of the population. 

I especially want to commend the oldest 
VNA in my district, the Holyoke Visiting Nurse 
Association, which has been serving my dis
trict for 85 years. The Holyoke VNA has been 
a leader in establishing a new hospice life 
care program for the terminally ill. By working 
with a committed team of health care profes
sionals and volunteers, the Holyoke VNA Hos
pice Program is pioneering new approaches to 
caring for the sick and dying. Community sup
port for the hospice has been heartening: 
both the St. Peter's Lutheran Church and the 
Second Congregational Church of Holyoke 
have been generous in their support of the 
hospice program. 

MEDICARE PART A BUDGET 
CUTS 

HON. JAMES T. WALSH 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to ex
press my extreme disappointment with the re
cently proposed budget cuts for Medicare part 
A. A $3.5 billion cut will have a devastating 
impact on the hospitals in the State of New 
York. 

In New York, our average hospital bed oc
cupancy rate is 90 to 95 percent compared to 
a national average of 60 percent. With a Medi
care population at 50 to 60 percent of total 
occupancy, much of the hospital's funds come 
from the Medicare Program. The advent of the 
diagnostic related groups [DRG's] means pa
tients are entering hospitals sicker than 
before. Our aging population is an additional 
stress on an already lean reimbursement pro-
gram. ' 

Our hospitals can only take so much in cut
backs before the quality of care is severely 
compromised. As it stands now, emergency 
ambulance patients are being refused en
trance by nearby emergency rooms because 
of a lack of beds and staff. We all know that 
cardiac cases cannot afford the time taken in 
transporting to a distant facility. 

The 60 rural hospitals in New York State 
are in even further dire straits as their level of 
reimbursement from Medicare lags far behind 
that of their urban counterparts. Legislation 
has been passed to remedy this problem by 
1995, but I fear that many of these facilities 
will not survive that long. 

I remind my colleagues that the urgency of 
this situation may someday affect us. Should 
one of us be unfortunate enough to require 
immediate ambulance service to the closest 
hospital and it is full, we may be the ones 
sent 50 miles out of town because of inad
equate funding. 

New York is nearly at the crisis level. 
Please join me in working to restore some of 
these life threatening budget cuts. 
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TRIBUTE TO HIS BEATITUDE 

MAR RAPHAEL I. BIDAWID, 
CHALDEAN PATRIARCH OF 
BABYLON 

HON. SANDER M. LEVIN 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. LEVIN of Michigan. Mr. Speaker, I rise 

today to extend a heartfelt welcome to His 
Beatitude Mar Raphael I. Bidawid, Chaldean 
Patriarch of Babylon, on the occasion of his 
first formal pastoral visit to the United States 
this week. 

The Chaldeans, who today form the largest 
Christian community in Iraq, are one of the six 
major Eastern rites of the Catholic Church. In 
the 17th District of Michigan, they are a thriv
ing people I am proud to have the opportunity 
to represent. 

The contributions of the Detroit-area Chal
deans, numbering roughly 60,000, are signifi
cant; they are civic activists laboring for the 
good of their own and the larger community, 
they are entrepreneurs who display a relent
less work ethic, and they are dedicated pro
fessionals. 

Clearly, they have woven themselves into 
the fabric of American life and, indeed, they 
are proud Americans. But they hold equally 
proudly and firmly to their traditions. They are 
unwavering in their devotion to their church, 
which is the center of their social and cultural 
as well as their religious life. Perhaps most 
distinct of all is their deep commitment to 
family life and family values. 

The visit by His Beatitude Mar Raphael I. 
Bidawid is of major importance. This learned, 
esteemed and imposing man, elected to this 
post only last May, is the spiritual head of this 
proud and devout people. His visit tells the 
Chaldeans living here that despite the geo
graphical distance between them and their 
land of origin, they are still inextricably linked 
to their roots, to their traditions, to their be
loved heritage. 

I am honored to welcome him. 

RECOGNIZING MR. RAYMOND 
EARL WILLIAMS 

HON. JIM COURTER 
OF NEW JERSEY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Speaker, it is my pleas

ure to recognize Mr. Raymond Earl Williams, 
former corporate vice president, labor rela
tions, on his retirement from AT&T. Mr. Wil
liams worked for AT&T for 38 years. 

Mr. Williams, 63 years of age, was very in
novative as a labor relations executive. He 
was a proponent of the constructive union/ 
management relationship as well as an advo
cate of the national bargaining concept. One 
of Mr. Williams' higher achievements was his 
instrumental negotiating of the first ever family 
care plan on a national scope. With this and 
the help from AT&T, he was able to create a 
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$5 million family care fund, which is now 
known as the Williams Fund. 

Most recently, Mr. Raymond Williams won 
the 1989 National Womens Political Caucus 
Award and had the distinction of being ap
pointed by Ronald Reagan and serving on the 
President's Advisory Committee on Mediation 
and Conciliation. 

Mr. Williams presently resides in Madison, 
NJ, with his wife, Mary, of 35 years. He has 
three children and four grandchildren. 

On this occasion of his retirement, I extend 
my congratulations to Raymond and wish him 
continued success and best wishes for the 
future. 

SALUTE TO DOROTHY P. 
<DOTTIE> MARKS 

HON. GEORGE MILLER 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 
Mr. · MILLER of California. Mr. Speaker, 

want to share with you the outstanding career 
of Dorothy P. "Dottie" Marks, who retired on 
December 29, 1989, after 25 years of dedica
tion and hard work for the city of Antioch, CA. 

Dottie began her career with the city of An
tioch as deputy city clerk in 1964. In 1972, 
she put these skills to use in her elected posi
tion as city clerk. In appreciation of the quality 
of her work, the residents of Antioch reelected 
her city clerk five times; each time she re
ceived the greatest number of votes in the 
city's history. Dottie is also a certified munici
pal clerk and an active member of the Interna
tional Institute of Municipal Clerks and City 
Clerks Association of California. 

In addition to her responsibilities to Antioch 
and its residents, Dottie balances her time 
with various community organizations. She 
has belonged to groups such as the Young 
Ladies Institute, the Soroptimists International 
of Antioch, Delta Christian Foundation, Bocce 
Ball Federation, California State Elected Offi
cials, Delta Learning Center Board of Direc
tors, Antioch Historical Society, Antioch/Chi
chibu Sister City, and the Delta Memorial Hos
pital Auxiliary. 
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Although her career required much of her 

valuable time, Dottie was still able to find en
joyment in her many hobbies and with her two 
children, Cheryl and Gregory, and her hus
band Joe. 

Mr. Speaker, I ask that my colleagues in the 
House of Representatives join with me in con
gratulating Dottie Marks for her outstanding 
career with the city of Antioch and to wish her 
the very best in her retirement. 

TRIBUTE TO THE CHAN YIN 
CHONG FONG ASSOCIATION 

HON. NANCY PELOSI 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Ms. PELOSI. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 
share with my colleagues the 50th anniversary 
of the Chan Yin Chong Fong Association in 
San Francisco on February 18, 1990. 

The association was founded by the forefa
thers of the Chan Yin Chong Fong family on 
April 25, 1940. During the 18th century, new 
immigrants to the San Francisco Bay area uti
lized the association as a place to renew old 
friendships and to meet acquaintances. Such 
informal gatherings continue to prompt ex
changes of information and serve as a vital 
communication link for family members. 

The membership of the Chan Yin Chong 
Fong Association includes new immigrants, 
and first, second, third, and fourth generation 
Chinese. Their professions include public 
school principals, union labors, farmers, trade 
merchants, homemakers, and students. The 
400 registered members do not pay dues and 
all contributions are voluntary. 

The main activities of the association are 
the annual banquet reunion during the Chi
nese New Year celebration in February and 
other social activities within the Chinese com
munity. 

The Chan Yin Chong Fong Association con
tinues to stress the importance of familial ties 
and the maintenance of a strong Chinese cul
ture in the Land of the Gold Mountain. I com
mend their loyalty to their homeland and to 
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their new home in the San Francisco Bay 
area. 

ENCOURAGING NEGOTIATION 
BETWEEN THE CANADIAN PA
CIFIC AND CONRAIL 

HON. SHERWOOD L. BOEHLERT 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 

Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Speaker, like many of 
my colleagues in the Northeast, I have been 
following the developments surrounding the 
sale of the Delaware & Hudson Railroad with 
great interest. The trustee in bankruptcy has 
accepted a bid from the Canadian Pacific Rail
road, which is currently funding operations on 
the Delaware & Hudson. Canadian Pacific's 
bid, however, is contingent upon obtaining 
trackage rights from Conrail to Hagerstown, 
MD. 

While it would be inappropriate for me to 
become involved in the selection of the ulti
mate purchaser of the Delaware & Hudson, it 
is quite appropriate that I point our the stake 
which New York State has in seeing that the 
Delaware & Hudson is acquired and operated 
by a responsible purchaser. Continued oper
ation of the Delaware & Hudson means a con
tinuation of the services and jobs and reve
nues that the Delaware & Hudson provides 
and are so important to our communities. 

Canadian Pacific is obviously a viable candi
date and one which I would like to see remain 
in the bidding process. That's why I would like 
to encourage Conrail to enter into meaningful 
discussions with Canadian Pacific in order to 
avoid the loss of this healthy contender for 
the Delaware & Hudson. 

I am not asking that Conrail make conces
sions which would harm the railroad. On the 
other hand, I would like to think that discus
sions with Canadian Pacific might lead to a 
solution which would benefit all, perhaps most 
importantly to me, the people of New York, 
who have always counted on the Delaware & 
Hudson Railroad to be there when they need 
it. 
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